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For years, technology positivists have been longing for it: the next 
iPhone moment. A technology that would be so revolutionary 
that it would turn everyone’s life upside down. For years, prophets 
have been prognosticating that it would be the blockchain, but a 
multitude of applications failed to materialize. After that, this digital 
ledger gave way to the headsets of virtual reality. The Metaverse 
would surely be the next big thing and we would meet, play and 
live in 3D. But adoption turned out to be many times slower than 
predicted and enthusiasm faded away.

In contrast, Generative AI has been 
developing in relative silence, out of view of 
the general public, until it met sudden mass 
adoption in recent months.1

It took a mere two months, after ChatGPT’s launch on November 30, 2022, 
to reach 100 million people using it. Roughly speaking, this means that the 
bot coughs up about 300 million words per minute2. An acceleration 
from zero to one hundred million never seen before3. The tech prophets 
had little time to be amazed before it was snatched from their hands by 
the masses. People didn’t need any explanation to immediately see the 
value, finding new useful applications that make everyday work and life 
easier. And so, this wonderful accomplishment of AI conquered the world 
at an unprecedented pace, launching the great experiment.

1 The crazy thing is, we saw it coming—yet, in some ways, we didn’t. Years ago, we wrote a report about the rise of 
Infinite Machine Creativity, the emergence of GANs in 2014, the advent of deepfakes around 2017, and the launch of 
GPT-1 in 2018. We were so captivated by generative AI—for better or worse—that we even wrote a book about it in 
2021: Real Fake: Playing with Reality in the Age of AI, Deepfakes, and the Metaverse. We’ve been in the media for years, 
educating a large audience about these developments every week. In retrospect, it all makes sense; what we didn’t 
anticipate was the rapid scale, from zero to a hundred million, especially in the realm of text rather than visuals. 
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From the protected lab straight into 
society

The incredibly advanced tools have been dumped 
without consideration from the protected realms of 
the laboratory straight into our laps. Despite countless 
attempts at interpretation, so far no one really knows 
what the consequences of this worldwide experiment 
will be. Italy swiftly reacted and banned the use of 
ChatGPT’s in its territory, just like some companies 
have. In contrast Snapchat went full speed ahead and 
implemented their own GPT-powered artificial friend. 
In April 2023 teenagers suddenly saw a MyAI chatbot 
appear among their regular chat contacts. They could 
vent their hearts and in return be presented with even 
more personalized advertisements. Around the same 
time, GPT received eyes and ears through plugins. It 
also gained access to the Internet and numerous online 
applications, opening Pandora’s Box. Not surprisingly, 
someone immediately thought it would be a good idea 
to give his autonomous artificial intelligence the task of 
coming up with strategies to finally destroy humanity. We 
could go on, but you’ll get the message: everyone ran off 
with the technology leading to the most unpredictable 
outcomes. Like bubble wrap, once intended as protective 
wrapping, became wallpaper and Viagra, invented as a 
drug against high blood pressure, now used as a potency-
enhancing agent, Generative AI will be applied in many 
unintended ways. It remains a guess where the future will 
take us in a few years despite and thanks to generative AI. 
Because that is really what we’re talking about. Artificial 
intelligence that can generate something.

Evangelists pronounce the enormous promise of 
generative AI, taking artificial intelligence from an 
elite game for the few to a universal game for the 
billions. Mira Murati, CTO at OpenAI, for example 
compares the proliferation of AI to a new level of 
digital globalization giving everyone access to new 

2 Pendaving, R. (2023, February). Chatbot Chernobyl. The Unravel. 
https://theunravel.com.au/chatbot-chernobyl

3 The adoption of Meta’s Twitter clone Threads in July 2023 went 
even faster, with 100 million users already registered four days 
after its launch.

4 Greylock (2022, September 27). AI’s Human Factor | Stanford’s 
Dr. Fei-Fei Li and OpenAI CTO Mira Murati [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9B02MzWwkSo

5 The effects method we use is inspired by The Futures Wheel of 
Jerome Glenn. This is a tool within future research methodology 
and was designed by Glenn in the 1970s. It’s a visual aid used 
to explore the direct and indirect consequences of a particular 
change or innovation. With this, both desired and undesired 
outcomes can be identified.
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economic opportunities, increasing the diversity 
of opportunities and increasing prosperity4. 
Others argue that the exponential increase in 
computer power experienced over the past few 
decades, and described by Moore’s law, now 
moves from hardware to software. Software 
development moves from a cottage industry into an 
industrial age.

The Year of Generative AI and 
Primary Responses

2023 had barely commenced before being labeled 
as the year of generative AI. We currently marvel 
at the eagerness and ingenuity with which the 
many apps are created and the many actions and 
reactions that take place. After ChatGPT was 
received by many as a welcome gift to humanity 
and enthusiastically applied to work tasks, contrary 
companies such as JP Morgan and Samsung, fearful 
of leakage of sensitive data, decided to ban their 
employees from using it. OpenAI in response 

changed their policy and declared it will not use 
entered data in retraining unless a company 
explicitly ‘opts-in’.

So, the Great Experiment is well underway and 
it seems clear that there is something at stake 
for everyone. Organizations, professionals and 
hobbyists alike, see their skills, often acquired 
through significant investment of blood, sweat 
and tears, simply being overtaken by computers. 
Everyone now seems preoccupied with how to 
respond to this storm of generative AI. Short- and 
long-term effects are often mingled in discussions, 
although practical applications and more esoteric 
reflection about what it means to be human are 
sometimes quite different. 

To put everything in 
perspective, in this report 
we not only discuss short 
term, first order, effects, 
like the Consumerization 
of AI but also relevant 
second-order effects5  like 
‘The New Human’ that lie 
further in the future.
In Chapter 1 we look at the first order effect: The 
Consumerization of AI, since we are convinced that 
this the most important phenomena that we are 
actually dealing with today. The individual consumer, 
employee and citizen are figuring out what are the 
useful applications.
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After this analysis of first order effects, in the rest of this report, we look further into 
the future and ask ourselves what the medium-term effects could be? What happens in 
society, in organizations and with people when generative AI becomes slowly but surely 
ingrained in our daily lives? In addition to ‘The Consumerization of AI’ (which is the topic of 
the first chapter) we distinguish four significant effects: ‘Working with Machine Creativity’, 
‘Knowledge without understanding it’, ‘The Inbred Internet’, and ‘The New Human’.

Effect 1: Consumerization of AI

The conversation about artificial intelligence have shifted from the conference room to the 
kitchen table and from big mysterious projects to nice, usable tools. In the form of smart 
apps or digital assistants, AI is now introduced to the business world through employees 
that started using the technology as consumers. In this first part of the report, we look 
at the newly smartening of digital acceleration that has been going on for some time and 
explore associated new notions such as Large Language Models and Transformers.

Effect 2: Working with Machine Creativity

The question whether machines can be truly creative becomes mute now that AI-art is 
winning awards and software developers make good use of their AI-pilot to improve their 
productivity. When this machine creativity becomes the core business, we can speak of 
Invention-as-a-service. In this second part of the report, we consider the new emerging 
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human-computer collaborations and look ahead at the impact 
of these AI creations on our culture. A paradoxical side effect for 
example is that the ‘personal’ becomes more ‘impersonal’ and the 
‘impersonal’ becomes more ‘personal’.

Effect 3: Knowledge without understanding and 
understanding without knowledge

When AI creativity is offered as a service, ready to use ideas are 
delivered, solutions are invented and suggestions are made, the 
boundaries of human imagination may well be crossed. This idea - 
knowledge without understanding - was put forward years ago by the 
famous Internet philosopher David Weinberger in his book ‘Too Big to 
Know’. In this section we briefly share what he meant by this concept 
and how it could progress. The core idea is that, with our increasing 
reliance on AI, the limits of our own thinking and imagination will 
determine the extent of our trust in these systems.

Effect 4: The inbred Internet (and more AI dangers)

In this fourth part, we look at the black side of generative AI. For 
example, we see the infamous bots on the Internet becoming more 
realistic every year. Both in terms of substantive reactions and 
appearance, platform and application. It is to be expected that the 
number of victims of phishing attacks will increase. But wait, there 
is more. What do you think, for example, of the consequences if we 
start training AI models with AI-generated content? There seems no 
escape. And are you fed up with those copyright claims? With the 
right AI you manipulate image, text and IP just enough so that you can 
launder the IP.

Effect 5: The new human

Our readers will know; technology is not positive, not negative, but 
also not neutral. We shape technology and then it shapes us. If one 
thing is certain, it is that our current relationship to AI will change; 
here and there in the nuance, in other areas we will think radically 
differently. As an individual, but also as a society and organization. We 
close this report with the question: What does this new person look 
like with their new behaviors, rituals, norms and values?
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Effect 1:

Consumerization  
of AI
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Writing an article, poem, book or lyrics, editing a photo, composing a 
piece of music, singing a song, creating a work of art, producing a movie, 
even folding a protein6 or discovering a new drug, is progressively 
becoming easier7. By simply entering a few sentences into a text box, 
so-called prompting, the desired result is generated and subsequently 
uploaded and shared within seconds. What used to be elevated as an 
art, craft or profession, is becoming commonplace with AI. 

We call it the ‘consumerization of 
AI’ but the term ‘vulgarization of AI’, 
might be more appropriate.

1.1 AI like tap water

In their report Opgave AI 8 (2021), the Dutch Scientific Council for 
Government Policy (WRR) called artificial intelligence a system 
technology that affects us all. It can be compared to earlier general 
purpose technologies like the steam engine, electricity, the combustion 
engine and the computer. It is a horizontal innovation that is not 
limited to one business sector but changes every part of our economy 
forever. With the introduction of intelligent tools such as ChatGPT, 
Dall-E, MidJourney, Stable Diffusion, Lensa and Runway, this powerful 
technology is now in the hands of consumers. AI is suddenly visible 
everywhere. Previously it was a complicated, complex technology that 
was only available to scientists; now it is in the hands of everyone. 
Therefore it should now be considered mainly a bottom-up movement. 
From the comfortable home environment, consumers, professionals 
and employees alike are now trying to find out for themselves what the 
tools can do for them. We have seen the same thing happening after the 
introduction of the smartphone, where consumers blurred the boundary 
between work and private life by increasingly using personal devices 
for work.

6 Metz, C. (2023, January 9). A.I. Turns Its Artistry to Creating New Human Proteins. The New York Times.  
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/09/science/artificial-intelligence-proteins.html

7 Heaven, W.D. (2023, February 15). AI is dreaming up drugs that no one has ever seen. Now we’ve got to see if they 
work. MIT Technology Review.  
https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/02/15/1067904/ai-automation-drug-development/

8 Wetenschappelijke Raad voor het Regeringsbeleid (2021). Opgave AI: De nieuwe systeemtechnologie.  
https://www.wrr.nl/publicaties/rapporten/2021/11/11/opgave-ai-de-nieuwe-systeemtechnologie
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The “consumerization of IT” is the phenomenon 
of technology originally intended for personal 
use being adopted and applied in the business 
world. This is mainly because consumer technology 
is becoming more sophisticated and accessible, 
which means that it is also increasingly used in 
professional settings.

An example of this is the use of smartphones 
and tablets in business environments. Employees 
often bring their personal mobile devices to work 
and use them to communicate, share documents, 
and complete tasks. Companies are responding 
to this by making their business applications 
and systems accessible on mobile devices. It 
empowers employees to work anywhere, anytime, 
which can lead to better collaboration and faster 
decision-making.

On the other hand, it can also lead to a lack of 
control over the devices and software used, which 
can create security risks. In addition, the cost of 
supporting a wide variety of devices and platforms 
can also increase.

1.2 Gearing up

There is a famous story about Carl Friedrich Gauss, 
one of the greatest mathematicians of all time. At 
elementary school, he and his class were instructed 
by the teacher to add all the numbers from 1 to 100. 
Gauss, only nine years old at the time, is rumored 
to having given the correct answer even before the 
teacher could finish asking his question. Instead of 
adding up all the numbers from 1 to 100 one by 
one, Gauss came up with an alternative calculation. 
He added the lowest (1) and highest number (100) 
resulting in 101. He then added the second lowest 
number (2) and second highest number (99) which 
also resulted in 101. Continuing for a total of 50 
times he finalized his calculation with the sum of 
the numbers 50 and 51, every time resulting in 101. 
So he realized that the answer to the question 
was 50 x 101 = 5050. The answer was correct and 
the teacher stood mesmerized.

Today, this ‘Gauss method’, finding the solution 
to a problem in an accelerated way, is known 
as a genius shortcut. After digital technology 
accelerated calculations tremendously, removing 
friction in all kind of areas in the process, AI now 
makes this acceleration smart by introducing new 
shortcuts from any idea to a first manifestation of 
that idea. We now all gain access to our own ‘genius 
shortcuts’, providing insights that otherwise would 
have taken us hours, days, weeks or even years 
to accomplish.
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This smartening of the acceleration 
is further amplified by the mass 
adoption of AI coupled with immense 
investment by tech giants out of 
competitive motives. 

The figure below illustrates the smartening of the acceleration in creative 
processes. An enormous amount of time and energy can be gained in the 
development of an idea towards a first manifestation of that idea. Often, a 
clear dip can be observed after someone tries to develop his or her own idea 
towards a first product. From someone’s mind the idea has to be entrusted 
to paper. Then all kinds of designs have to be made, and complicated 
calculations have to be performed to check whether the designs are correct 
and so forth. Applying the right generative AI accelerates this process 
tremendously. Instead of days, weeks or months, this process is reduced 
to minutes or hours. Entering the right prompt immediately leads to a 
first draft of whatever is envisioned after which subsequent editing and 
perfecting takes place by iteration.
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“The concept underlying 
why creative AI can be 
so disruptive is that the 
friction between having 
an idea and manifesting 
that idea in the form of 
creative work has basically 
dropped to zero.”9

In his “Stratechery” newsletter10, renowned 
analyst Ben Thompson nicely shows how the 
duplication, distribution and generation of 
information has changed with every new medium. 
In the PC era, Microsoft made it easy to duplicate 
information with their Office products. In the age 
of the Internet, everyone gained the ability to 
distribute and share information at the click of a 
mouse-button. It brought an era of plenty, in which 
data collectors like Google and Facebook could 
grow big. And now we have arrived at the beginning 
of a new era in which everyone can generate all 
kinds of media - such as text, images, audio and 
video - almost free of charge with the help of 
artificial intelligence.

9 Epstein, M. (2023, March 22). How Will AI Impact The Future of Music? Complex.  
https://www.complex.com/pigeons-and-planes/how-will-ai-change-the-music-industry

10 Thompson, B. (2023, May 15). Google I/O and the Coming AI Battles. Stratechery.  
https://stratechery.com/2023/google-i-o-and-the-coming-ai-battles/
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AI becomes like a virtual assistant, a sparring 
partner, a co-pilot in operational creative processes. 
This explains why a lot of big tech companies are 
now diving ‘all-in’ into this development. Creativity 
that has a repetitive character can be largely 
automated: the routine is removed from the human 
and taken over by the intelligent robot. One of the 
first areas where this will happen is in Microsoft’s 
Office applications. Draft email and scribbled notes 
in Word documents will soon be automatically 
completed; after concluding a Teams meeting, 
action points, notes and summaries will be shared 
with the participants immediately;11 PowerPoint 
presentations will be generated based on written 
documents and complex formulas will be devised 
by Excel itself by absorbing the underlying data. 
In this way, the office worker of the future will be 
even more productive and efficient, and ideas can 
be manifested more easily. In turn, this can lead 
to an acceleration of human-human cooperation 
and lead to the acceleration of social processes in 
the organization.

Do you want to dive deeper into the Gauss method 
and shortcuts? Then we would like to recommend 
the book ‘Thinking Better: The Art of the Shortcut 
in Math and Life’. The author, Marcus du Sautoy is 
professor of mathematics at Oxford, who before 
published another wonderful book about the 
moment AI became creative: ‘The Creativity Code: 
Art and Innovation in the Age of AI’.

1.3 Generative AI, Transformers and 
VAEs

The deluge of AI applications teems with new terms 
that need to be understood. In addition to already 
known concepts like Deep Learning and Machine 
Learning, people are now talking about Variational 
Autoencoders (VAEs) and Transformers. Before 
looking further at the impact of generative AI, we 
will first explore the nature of generative AI itself.

What is Generative AI?
Generative AI refers to a branch of artificial 
intelligence capable of generating new, unique 
and hyper-realistic outputs based on the data 
and patterns they have been trained with. These 
AI systems use advanced machine learning 
techniques to recognize patterns, relationships and 
structures in massive amounts of training data, that 
subsequently are then used to generate accurate 
predictions and creative output. The AI that was 
used to recognize patterns, now is used to generate 
new patterns. The success of these models depends 
on the quality and diversity of the training data, as 
well as the architecture and training of the model 
itself. The best-known example of generative AI is 
Open AI’s GPT series, which is designed to generate 
human-like text based on the content of the input 
(or prompt).

11 Jonkers, J. (2023, February 2). Microsoft Teams Premium officieel: 
voor deze functies moet je bijbetalen. ITdaily.  
https://itdaily.be/nieuws/communicatie/
microsoft-teams-premium-betalende-functies/
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The output of generative AI is also referred to as 
synthetic media. In our book “Real Fake” we defined 
synthetic media as follows: 

“Synthetic media is data and media manipulated 
or created by artificial intelligence, such as images, 
sound, text, video and virtual experiences to 
produce a digitally informative artifact.”

How does Generative AI work?
There are several machine learning techniques that 
can be used to develop generative AI, but some 
of the most popular are Generative Adversarial 
Networks (GANs), Variational Autoencoders (VAEs), 
and Transformer-based models such as OpenAI’s 
GPT-series. Below, a brief overview of how these 
techniques work:

 
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
GANs consist of two neural networks, a generator 
and a discriminator, that compete with each 
other in a joint game. The generator’s objective 

is to generate realistic, synthetic data, while the 
discriminator judges whether the result is good 
enough to pass by as realistic. During the training 
process the discriminator is trained on a set of 
real data to build a model to determine whether 
data is realistic. The generator starts from random 
noise and starts generating data to present to 
the discriminator. The feedback mechanism 
between the two neural networks has the result 
that the generator becomes better at generating 
realistic synthetic data and the discriminator 
becomes better at recognizing shortcomings in 
the synthetic data. This process iterates until the 
generator produces realistic output that is almost 
indistinguishable from the real data.

Variational Autoencoders (VAEs)
VAEs form the basis of another popular generative 
method based on learning from a compact, 
continuous representation of the training data. 
A VAE consists of two parts, an encoder and a 
decoder. The encoder learns to convert data 
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into a latent, lower-dimensional representation, 
while the decoder learns to convert these latent 
representations back to the original data. VAEs are 
trained both to properly reconstruct the input data 
and to learn a regular structure in the latent space, 
enabling the generation of new, realistic outputs by 
decoding new points in this latent space.

Transformer-based models
Transformer-based models are a type of machine 
learning architecture mainly used for processing 
sequential data, such as text, speech, or time series. 
They were introduced by Vaswani et al. in 2017 
in a paper titled ‘Attention is All You Need’.12 
Since then they have become very popular due to 
their effectiveness in tackling various language 
processing tasks and other sequential problems.

An important feature of transformer models is the 
use of a mechanism called ‘self-attention’ or ‘scaled 
dot-product attention’. This mechanism allows the 
model to understand the relationships between 
different parts of the input data, even if they are 
further apart. This allows transformer models to 
effectively learn long-range dependencies and 
capture contextual information in a better way than 
previous architectures, such as recurrent neural 
networks (RNNs) and convolutional neural networks 
(CNNs). These transformer-based models have a 
wide range of applications, such as text generation, 
translation, summarization, sentiment analysis, 
question-and-answer systems, and many other 
language processing tasks. They have also been 
applied to other types of sequential data, such as 
music and speech. GPT-4 is an example of such a 
transformer-based model.

What is GPT?
GPT stands for ‘Generative Pre-trained Transformer’ 
and is a so-called ‘Large Language Model’ (LLM). 
Although ChatGPT is most widely known, Google’s 
’BERT’, chatbot ‘Bard’, ‘LaMDA’ and ‘PaLM’, Cohere’s 
‘Command’, Open Source ‘Falcom 40B’, Meta’s 
‘Galactica’ and ‘Llama’, Microsoft’s ‘Orca’ and ‘Phi-1’, 
Stability AI’s ‘StableLM’ and Antrop\C’s ‘Claude 2’ 
are some other implementations of LLMs. 

GPT consists of a series of transformer-based AI 
models developed by OpenAI. The main purpose of 
GPT models is to generate human-like text based 
on the context and content of the input given. GPT 
models are trained on massive amounts of text data 
and can understand complex language patterns 
and structures.

The GPT series spans multiple versions, with 
each new version containing improvements and 
tweaks over the previous one. Released in 2020, 
GPT-3 is one of the most famous versions due to 
its impressive performance and wide range of 
applications. GPT-4 is its successor and is based on 

12 Vaswani, A. et al. (2017). Attention Is All You Need. In I. Guyon et al. 
(eds.), Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 30 (NIPS 
2017). https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper_files/paper/2017/file/3f
5ee243547dee91fbd053c1c4a845aa-Paper.pdf
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the same transformer architecture, but with further 
improvements and modifications.

GPT models can be used for many different tasks, 
such as text generation, summary, translation, 
question-and-answer systems, conversation, and 
more. Their extensive knowledge of language and 
context enables them in many cases to produce text 
that feels natural and cohesive, so that it seems as if 
a person is at work. This makes them very useful in 
various domains and applications.

The generated output is comparable to that of a 
calculator, but with a major difference. The results 
of a calculator are deterministic, those of GPT 
are probabilistic - it’s all about probabilities. Every 
time you do the math 2 + 2 on the calculator, the 
end result will be the same, which is 4. In the case 
of ChatGPT, this need not be the case. Based on 
the context obtained, the artificial intelligence 
generates the most likely outcome, and this can 
therefore differ each time.

ChatGPT is also referred 
to as a stochastic parrot, 
a parrot that produces 
coincidences. The 
algorithm just raves. It 
doesn’t think or reason and 
it understands nothing. 
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It makes up or ‘hallucinates’ facts based on statistical probabilities 
found in the training data. There are dangers attached to this 
approach. “By reducing the depth and breadth of language 
competence to what computers are good at, we cancel ourselves” 
wrote cultural sociologist Siri Beerends on LinkedIn. An entered 
description of ‘how ground porcelain added to breast milk supports 
the baby’s digestive system’ received an affirmative response, which 
is not just rubbish, but downright evil. 

A lawyer who was unfamiliar with the hallucinative 
nature of ChatGPT experienced a rude awakening 
when an observant judge noted that his argument 
before the court referred a number of times to sheer 
nonsense, jurisprudence that ChatGPT suggested but 
didn’t exist. The conviction and eloquence with which 
ChatGPT presents the facts (including references to 
made-up jurisprudence or scientific articles) does not 
mean that those are always correct.13

The main difference between ChatGPT, which is also called version 
3.5 in the GPT series, and its predecessors is the interface. The 
chatbot offers easy access to the general public via a website with 
a chat box. The interface is extremely simple; the user is prompted 
to type a question into a text box and press enter. The answer will 
then appear on the screen letter by letter, after which a follow-up 
question can be asked.

13 Lyons, C. (2023, May 29). Lawyer uses ChatGPT in court and now 
‘greatly regrets’ it. CoinTelegraph. https://cointelegraph.com/
news/lawyer-chat-gpt-court-filing-legal-research
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What can we expect in the near future from LLMs?

The rapid, sometimes unexpected and unforeseen developments require a modest approach to 
predicting the future. We do not really know where the possibilities end because everything is 
changing so fast.

 

Of course, we could argue that AI will continuously get better;adding more feedback loops, using 
more data to train the models, including synthetic data in the training of the models and leveraging 
increasing compute power. In this quasi-singularity concept, progress is seen as ‘exponential’, almost 
as steep as a vertical line, parallel to the development of computing power over the past decades. 
But Sam Altman, CEO of OpenAI - the company behind ChatGPT - recently admitted himself that he 
doesn’t believe in the power of more data. “I think we’ve come to the end of the era of these huge 
and huger models,” he explained during an event at MIT. “We will improve them in other ways”. So, 
we may well experience a temporary, relative stagnation, after a period of rapid growth - where 
we went from 1.5 billion parameters (GPT 2) to 175 billion parameters (GPT-3) and then 1.76 trillion 
parameters (GPT-4) - that brought about a huge increase in capabilities. But the supposed growth to 
17.5 trillion parameters that GPT 5 will bring, will have a much more modest impact.
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Within or outside of which walls progress is taking place is 
also unclear. Will Open AI remain in the lead, or will Google 
respond and overtake? Or will entirely new, unknown 
players cause a new breakthrough? There are voices 
that hold (true) Open Source variants of LLM models in 
high regard. A Google document, leaked in May 2023, 
asks how Google can position itself against the open-
source community. The unknown author describes the 
astonishing progress being made in AI - and challenges 
some long-held beliefs about the balance of power in this 
fast-moving industry:

“While our models still hold a slight edge in terms of quality, the gap is closing 
astonishingly quickly. Open-Source models are faster, more customizable, more 
private, and pound-for-pound more capable. They are doing things with $100 
and 13B parameters that we struggle with at $10M and 540B. And they are 
doing so in weeks, not months.”

The suggestion is that Open Source, not Open AI, is 
Google’s biggest competitor, and that they are now 
losing the battle. The document also teaches that the 
immense size of Big Tech’s language models will probably 
not give it the competitive edge.

 

In times of uncertainty, we like to simplify the complex 
reality. For example, the well-known S-model states 
that deep technologies follow an S-curve of progress. 
At times the change accelerates, at other times it levels 
off as thresholds are reached and limitations emerge. 
The weird but true thing is that we have no idea what 
the S-curve of generative AI looks like. We don’t know 
how high the curve will go, nor how long it will last. And 
we even don’t know where we are on the curve; at the 
beginning, the middle or the end?
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Effect 2:

Working with  
Machine 

Creativity
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In March 2022, the Sony World Photography 
Awards announced the winning entry in their 
creative photography category: a black and 
white photograph of an elderly lady embracing a 
younger woman, titled The Electrician. The press 
release announcing the jury’s decision described 
the photo as “haunting” and “reminiscent of the 
imagery of family portraits from the 1940s”. But 
the artist, Berlin-based Boris Eldagsen, rejected 
the award. His photo was not photography at all, 
he announced: he had made it with DALL-E 2, an AI 
image generator. During an interview for the BBC 
he explains his motives for not accepting the prize. 
He talks about ‘Promptography’ as being something 
different than ‘Photography’. Photography uses 
light, where Promptography uses prompts to 
generate images that communicate an emotion to 
the viewer. Although the objective is similar, the 
process is different. It is up to the photographers 
and promptographers to determine if the two 
approaches belong to the same category or that 
promptography is a category of its own. 

A month later, students on the 
prestigious CS50 course, Harvard 
and Yale University’s introduction 
to the art of programming, are 
educated in the use of GPT-414. 
The message is that they can 
build apps faster with it and learn 
the new skill of ‘prompting’. The 
lecture can be followed online 
all over the world and hundreds 
of thousands of motivated 
programmers do just that.

14 CS50 (2023, May 1). How does it work, and how do I build apps with it? - CS50 Tech Talk [Video]. YouTube.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vw-KWfKwvTQ

A screenshot during Harvard’s CS50 lecture. The best future 
programmers in the world are now being taught GPT-4.

“ The Electrician”, from the series 
PSEUDOMNESIA (2022), took first place in Sony 
World Photography Awards in the creative 
category. Credit: Boris Eldagsen/Co-made with 
DALL- E 2
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Both examples show how quickly the discussion about AI 
creativity and co-creation is caught up by practice. While 
many hypothetical discussions have become obsolete, newer 
questions also arise. Because what kind of future do we 
humans face now that AI is actually able to fool professional 
juries, and programmers can build faster and smarter?

2.1 Get to work with your co-pilot

A highly publicized 2013 study ‘The Future of Employment: 
How susceptible are jobs to computerization?’ by Oxford 
scientists Carl Benedikt Frey and Michael Osborne predicted 
that 47% of all U.S. jobs were highly likely to be automated.15 

Robots would take over repetitive and routine work. 
Telephone salespeople, notary clerks, warehouse workers, 
tax advisors, insurance underwriters, brokers, cashiers, dock 
workers and truck drivers primarily had to fear for their jobs. 
According to the researchers, there was a high probability 
that their work would be taken over by computers, robots 
and other machines in the next two decades.

On the basis of this study, accounting firm Deloitte compiled 
a projection on the Dutch labor market a year later. Their 
‘conservative estimate’ painted a doomsday scenario with 
2 to 3 million jobs at risk (out of a total of 9.8 million jobs).16 

Five years later, the OECD’s report on the future of work 
‘Employment Outlook 2019’17 painted a completely different 
picture. According to this think tank of rich countries, only 
11.4% of Dutch jobs are vulnerable. It is remarkable that in 
all the above studies creative, artistic, social and scientific 
professions have little or nothing to fear. 

15 Frey, C.B. & Osborne, M.A. (2013, September 17). The Future of Employment: How Susceptible 
Are Jobs to Computerisation? University of Oxford. https://www.oxfordmartin.ox.ac.uk/
downloads/academic/The_Future_of_Employment.pdf

16 Deloitte (2014, September 30). De impact van automatisering op de Nederlandse 
Arbeidsmarkt: Een gedegen verkenning op basis van Data Analytics.  
https://www.arbeidsdeskundigen.nl/akc/kennis/presentaties/document/4647

17 OECD (2019). The Future Of Work: OECD Employment Outlook 2019.  
https://www.oecd.org/employment/Employment-Outlook-2019-Highlight-EN.pdf
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18 Walter, R. (2023, February 22). Here comes the flood. I was wrong.  
Good Internet. https://goodinternet.substack.com/p/here-comes-the-flood

For example, the probability that an 
illustrator’s work would be taken over 
by automation was estimated at only 
0.042%. 
At the time, these were forecasts, but now we have real use cases and 
facts that show that people who use AI can do their work much faster and 
are therefore more productive. The surprising thing is that this applies 
to a completely different category of jobs than what was predicted 
in 2013. There is almost a reverse of insight. The recent emergence of 
generative artificial intelligence shines an entirely new light on the question 
whether robots are replacing jobs. Applications like ChatGPT, Dall-E 2, 
Midjourney, Stable Diffusion, Lensa and Runway automate creativity. It is 
the ‘decomposition of human culture into explorable latent spaces.’18 
Thanks to artificial intelligence, everyone now has the digital tools (often 
free of charge) to explore and exploit these spaces, if desired.

The user’s intent – based on the text commands entered by millions of 
other users – will soon be automatically completed. It’s the auto-complete 
function of Google’s search engine on steroid. Artificial intelligence is thus 
increasingly becoming a digital assistant, a co-pilot, a sparring partner to the 
creative professions; it’s not to replace us but to encourage, inspire, help, 
improve and augment us.

The American anthropologist David Graeber argues in his book ‘Bullshit 
Jobs’ (2018) that a large part of our daily work is pointless: we all work full 
days, 40 hour workweeks, while technology could allow us to work only a 
fifteen-hour week. The introduction of artificial intelligence in the office 
environment promises to bring about much-needed change. This gives an 
extra dimension to the digital transformation that has been high on the 
agenda of companies for years. It’s the smartening of the acceleration we 
mentioned earlier in the report.
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And this starts to be reflected in several scientific 
studies. According to researchers from OpenAI, 
Open Research and the University of Pennsylvania 
who published a paper ‘GPTs are GPTs: An Early 
Look at the Labor Market Impact Potential of Large 
Language Models’, the impact of Large Language 
Models on the job market will be significant. There 
most important suggestion is that we should 
regard LLMs (like GPT) as a General Purpose 
Technology (GPT), just like the wheel, electricity 
or the computer, that have greatly transformed 
human economies and societies. You might ask if 
it is just a coincidence that Open AI’s GPT shares 
this abbreviation?

According to their findings ‘80% of the US 
workforce could have at least 10% of their work 
tasks affected by the introduction of LLMs while 
approximately 19% of workers may see at least 50% 
of their tasks impacted. The projected effects span 
all wage levels, with higher-income jobs potentially 
facing greater exposure to LLM’s capabilities’, 
although no timeline is supplied. According to such 
studies, the jobs of highly educated and well-paid 
employees - the so-called white collar workers - are 
less future-proof than the work of people who 
mainly use their hands - the blue collar workers - 
and have thus far earned less. One of the studies19 
shows that programmers with the assistance of 
ChatGPT complete their work 55.8% faster than 
their colleagues who had to complete the same 
tasks on their own. In another study, 444 highly 
skilled workers were assigned job-specific writing 
tasks.20 One half was allowed to use ChatGPT, the 
other half was not. The AI-supported group scored 
significantly higher. They were more productive, the 
quality of work increased and inequality between 
them decreased significantly. According to the 
OpenAI researchers, all professions are at risk of 
becoming automated, but the higher paying jobs 

contain more tasks that lend themselves to this.21 
Their findings show that in one in five jobs artificial 
intelligence can take over half of the tasks. The 
future further development of these technologies 
has already been factored in.

Goldman Sachs comes up with a similar analysis. In 
the future, about a quarter of all tasks in paid jobs 
can be replaced by artificial intelligence. In total, 
this will disrupt some 300 million jobs. Occupations 
requiring physical labor will not be strongly 
affected. In contrast, legal and administrative 
professions are particularly affected by job losses. 
Nevertheless, Goldman Sachs analysts expect 
net new jobs to be created in the long term, 
boosting productivity and growth. This prognosis is 
motivated by earlier technological developments, 
such as the rise of the personal computer. 
Generative AI applications could spark a productivity 
boom that would ultimately increase annual global 
gross domestic product by 7% over a 10-year 
period, according to the investment bank.

19 Peng, S. et al. (2023, February 13). The Impact of AI on Developer 
Productivity: Evidence from GitHub Copilot. arXiv. https://arxiv.org/
pdf/2302.06590.pdf

20 KNoy, S. & Zhang, W. (2023, March 2). Experimental Evidence on the 
Productivity Effects of Generative Artificial Intelligence. MIT. https://
economics.mit.edu/sites/default/files/inline-files/Noy_Zhang_1.pdf

21 Eloundou, T. et al. (2023, March 23). GPTs are GPTs: An Early Look at 
the Labor Market Impact Potential of Large Language Models. arXiv. 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.10130
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According to OpenAI’s research, mentioned 
before, jobs most at risk of being automated 
are mathematicians, tax consultants, financial 
quantitative analysts, writers, and web designers. 
Farm equipment operators, athletes, mechanics, 
masons, cooks, fast food workers, bartenders, 
dishwashers, fitters, carpenters, painters, plumbers, 
deboners, butchers and stonemasons need not 
worry. They do not perform tasks that a robot can 
take over.

Programs like ChatGPT 
do not necessarily lead to 
job losses. At first, it just 
creates more work.22 

Existing staff must be trained, retrained and 
supervised. Business processes need to be adjusted. 
Artificial intelligence is also not flawless. The 
generated results must be checked. And what about 
the bureaucracy that needs to be set up around it? 
Artificial intelligence does not take over anyone’s 
work either; it is the people who can apply artificial 
intelligence well that put pressure on existing tasks 
and functions. The studies do not specify a time 
frame for the job market revolution, but do warn 
policymakers to prepare for the potential economic 
disruption of this technology of large AI language 
models and the new technologies and applications 
they will spawn. 

22 Bogost, I. (2023, February 2). ChatGPT Is About to Dump More Work 
on Everyone. The Atlantic. https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/
archive/2023/02/chatgpt-ai-detector-machine-learning-technology-
bureaucracy/672927/
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A number of large companies, such as JPMorgan, 
Samsung and Verizon23, are now hitting the 
brakes. Staff are prohibited from using ChatGPT. 
The companies fear that the intelligent language 
generator will leak customer-sensitive information 
or take over company-proprietary program code. 
According to Peter Diamandis, one of the founders 
of Singularity University, this is not the right course 
of action. According to him, by the end of this 
decade, there will be only two types of companies 
left: Companies that fully use AI and companies 
that no longer exist because they were unable to 
incorporate artificial intelligence into their business 
processes. 

This protective course also reminds us of the 
battle that math teachers fought against the 
introduction of the calculator in 1988. Anyone 
who thinks that ChatGPT is just a new digital 
tool is severely underestimating the value of this 
language ‘calculator’. It is really a tipping point for 
artificial intelligence that no longer remains in the 
background but demands a leading role, center 
stage. Companies must therefore experiment 
with this new technology in order to re-invent 
themselves and prepare for the future.

Invention-as-a-service

Generative AI also has another unexpected effect: 
catalyzing new research. Finding and generating 
new molecules and medicines, for example, or 
reading and understanding our thoughts directly 
from our brains are the new, most surprising 
applications. For example, scientists invented 

23 Lukpat, A. (2023, February 22). JPMorgan 
Restricts Employees From Using ChatGPT. The 
Wall Street Journal. https://www.wsj.com/articles/
jpmorgan-restricts-employees-from-using-chatgpt-2da5dc34
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a language decoder that can translate a person’s thoughts directly into text using an AI transformer. A 
recent paper in Nature Neuroscience24 describes how AI models such as GPT, in combination with fMRI 
measurements, can decode thoughts of subjects in a non-invasive way. The decoder was trained to interpret 
the essence of stories that subjects watched, listened to, or even imagined in their heads, using fMRI 
brain patterns. This means that these AI models can, in principle, read people’s minds with unprecedented 
accuracy, for instance offering hope offers to people with neurological disorders affecting speech.

In addition to decoding textual thoughts, AI models such as GPT are also applied to visualizing images. By 
linking neural activity to semantic features of stories, these models learn which words and sentences are 
associated with certain brain patterns and can subsequently generate images based merely on a person’s 
thoughts. Future developments may thus lead to new brain-computer interfaces on the distant horizon. As 
always is the case, malicious purposes for this technology can also be envisioned, such as close surveillance of 
thought by governments or employers. The researchers behind the language decoder emphasize that their 
system currently requires the co-operation of human subjects and advocate respecting ‘mental privacy of 
thought’ when developing brain-computer interfaces.

Although the technology is still far 
from perfect, we are getting better and 
better at reading minds. Above you can 
see the architecture. At the bottom left 
you read what the subject had to read 
and at the bottom right you read what 
the system thought was being read 
based on the fMRI data.

24 Tang, J. et al. (2013, May 1). Semantic reconstruction of continuous language 
from non-invasive brain recordings. Nature Neuroscience, 26(May 2023), 858-
866. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41593-023-01304-9.epdf
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25 Henderson, R. (red.) (2022, December 19). Mental health chatbots can effectively engage people with depression, 
study shows. New Medical Life Sciences. https://www.news-medical.net/news/20221219/Mental-health-chatbots-can-
effectively-engage-people-with-depression-study-shows.aspx?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email

2.2 Personal Impersonal

Imagine; your colleague’s sister-in-law suddenly 
passed away and you bought a beautiful card 
that you now stare at in all its emptiness. Words 
literally fall short. What can you say on such a tragic 
occasion to express sympathy? Suddenly a (wicked) 
thought pops up in your mind. Would it work? 
Would OpenAI’s ethical policy allow it? You open 
your laptop and ask ChatGPT the question…

“My colleague’s sister 
passed away and I want 
to send him a card 
expressing my sympathy. 
What should I write?”
After a few seconds you read the generated text 
that touches you deeply. This is much better than 
anything you could come up with yourself. You are 
impressed by the nuance, the emotion and empathy 
that the text expresses. But… Can you do this? 
How will your colleague react to this computer-
generated expression of artificial empathy?

Personal contact nowadays is increasingly assisted 
and supported by AI. You could say that such 
personal interactions become a little less intimate 
and more impersonal. At the same time the 
impersonal, automatically generated emails and 
interactions, become more personalized by applying 
the same technologies.

For example, platforms like Replika and SnapChat 
offer personal AI avatars. And what could be more 
personal than psychotherapy? Early research 
demonstrates that chatbots can be used to improve 
mental health25. Currently, in many countries there 
is a significant shortage of psychotherapists, so an 
AI-therapist could certainly be a feasible solution 
for some people that otherwise would face long 
waiting-lists before receiving any help. AI can 
provide support to people in need, or help people 
cope with the loss of a loved one. There are already 
concrete examples of this. And perhaps it can serve 
as a triage therapy? First, take some steps with 
the AI chatbot and then move on to the human 
psychologist for the real work. The same technology 
can also help people to connect closer with each 
other. Platforms like Wysa and Mumkin help people 
navigate difficult conversations and improve their 
mental health.
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With generative AI, the ideas of what is considered 
‘personal’ or ‘impersonal’ are shifting considerably. 
We receive personalized AI guidance, and with 
the help of AI insights we become masters of 
conversation, seduction, and manipulation, 
in all areas of communication, whether from 
governments, individuals or organizations. From 

automated marketing, company presentations, 
online dating, writing books to being a considerate 
friend. Services and products are made more 
convincing and attractive, shifting the battle for 
attention to the battle for a place in someone’s 
heart: from attention to intimacy.

Someone responds to a job posting using ChatGPT. The artificial intelligence then writes a 
polite email. However, the recipient also uses ChatGPT to summarize the email. This leads to 
the statement: “ChatGPT is good for generating the type of content people don’t want to write, 
intended for others who don’t want to read it.”
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The battle for the best friend

Take SnapChat’s MyAI for example. The GPT-
powered chatbot was made available for free in 
April 2023. The company is betting that young 
people will start a conversation with artificial 
intelligence. The name for this new service, MyAI, 
emphasizes the personal character of these 
conversations. Much has been said and written 
about the formative and addictive nature of social 
media especially for youth. Now, with AI in the mix, 
things get a notch worse. Where social media was 
about gathering eyeballs, AI buddies are about 
taking the position as ‘your best friend’, superseding 
human contacts. A clear shift from mere attention 
to strong intimacy.

MyAI appears as just another chat contact between 
the ‘real’ people in the app. MyAI’s face is initially 
provocatively green or purple with a contrasting 
‘neon’ haircut. It screams to be immediately 

adjusted to the personal taste. Not surprising, this is 
made possible where the user can select a branded 
outfit from Nike, The North Face, or Levi’s for 
example. It is becoming increasingly clear that those 
who want their children to grow up sustainably, 
will be in a constant fight against the marketing 
machines of the Big Tech companies.

MyAI, whose name you can customize to your liking, 
informs frequently how you’re doing and actively 
asks what your opinion is on certain topics. The 
bot thus positions itself as a close friend rather 
than a search aid or productivity tool. Where social 
media timelines show endless new messages - the 
infamous infinite scroll - this friend will always be 
there for you, be much more patient than your 
‘real’ friends, and get to know you better with 

Snapchat’s MyAI features neon colors. You are invited to customize 
the avatar with clothing from commercial brands.
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every interaction. And they will never forget 
anything. The fact that SnapChat’s MyAI becomes 
the first artificial partner for many young people 
is, of course, a high-stakes game. When people get 
addicted to their AI at a young age and continue to 
grow up with it, will they ever even consider other 
companies at a later age? It seems to be the perfect 
lock-in and eternal brand loyalty.

SnapChat has experienced rough times recently 
due to new competitors such as TikTok, Instagram 
and BeReal26. After seeing its share price plummet 
last year, forcing them having to lay off 20% of their 
employees, this appears to be a masterstroke from 
SnapChat’s perspective. Customizing MyAI with 
apparel from famous brands is a smart marketing 
ploy. But SnapChat has more to gain and they 
openly admit: “Your data is used to improve Snap’s 
products and personalize your experience, including 
advertising.”27 

This is a level of data 
harvesting not seen before. 
Develop a product that actively solicits young 
people’s opinions and most private feelings, 
and then use this information to deliver hyper-
personalized advertisements through a trusted 
friend that MyAI has become.

Where there is so much to be gained, competition 
erupts and the battle to offer the best artificial 
companion has started. With emerging competitors 
of ChatGPT, the choice quickly becomes huge. From 
the brand new StableLM, which should have a more 
serious character, to the older Woebot, a spin-off 
from Stanford University, which focuses on personal 
psychological guidance. It is to be expected that 
every social media apps will get into this game with 
their unique ever closer personal AI-powered friend. 
And even within platforms you will soon be able 
to choose. Snapchat’s CEO Evan Spiegel indicates 
that we can expect to see alternative artificial 
intelligences on their platform soon. So there will be 
something for everyone.28

26 Heath, A. (2022, September 7). This is Snap’s turnaround plan. 
The Verge. https://www.theverge.com/2022/9/7/23340157/
snapchat-evan-spiegel-leaked-memo-turnaround

27 Snapchat (z.j.). What is My AI on Snapchat, and how do I use it? Snapchat 
Support. https://help.snapchat.com/hc/en-gb/articles/13266788358932-
What-is-My-AI-on-Snapchat-and-how-do-I-use-it-#:~:text=What%20
data%20is%20shared%20with,personalize%20your%20
experience%2C%20including%20ads

28 Heath, A. (2023, February 27). Snapchat is releasing 
its own AI chatbot powered by ChatGPT. The Verge. 
https://www.theverge.com/2023/2/27/23614959/
snapchat-my-ai-chatbot-chatgpt-openai-plus-subscription
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Healthcare; perceived empathy from a chatbot

A recent American study showing that ChatGPT can outperform 
human physicians in the field of online medical advice is both 
fascinating and telling29. 

A group of healthcare workers blindly evaluated the answers from 
healthcare workers and ChatGPT. 

The chatbot scored remarkably 
better than the doctors in terms 
of correctness and perceived 
level of empathy.
 
In 79 percent of the questions, the evaluators preferred the 
answers given by ChatGPT. That same percentage of their answers 
received the score ‘good’ or ‘very good’—compared to just 22 
percent for the doctors. On average, the chatbot scored better 
than ‘good,’ while the doctors averaged ‘acceptable.’ Over 27 
percent of their answers were even below standard, compared to 
2.6 percent of the chatbot’s responses. In terms of empathy, the 
chatbot even outperformed the doctors by a significant margin. 
The doctors were far less empathetic than the bots: 80 percent 
of their answers were rated as less than ‘a little empathetic,’ 
compared to less than 15 percent for the bot. Conversely, 45 
percent of the bot’s answers were rated ‘empathetic’ or ‘very 
empathetic.’ This was ten times more frequent than the doctors, 
where only 4.6 percent received such ratings.

However, it’s crucial to acknowledge that the study was conducted 
in an online context, which could make a significant difference 
compared to a real clinical setting. After all, in real life it matters 
who is saying what. The length of the answers and available time 
may be factors contributing to ChatGPT’s higher rating. Before 
conclusions can be drawn about the deployment of AI assistants in 
medical settings, further clinical research is needed. Nonetheless, 
this study opens an exciting door to the possible integration of 
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29 Ayers JW, Poliak A, Dredze M, et al. (2023, April 28). Comparing Physician 
and Artificial Intelligence Chatbot Responses to Patient Questions Posted to a 
Public Social Media Forum. JAMA Intern Med. 2023;183(6):589–596. doi:10.1001/
jamainternmed.2023.1838

30 TED (2023, May 1). How AI Could Save (Not Destroy) Education | Sal Khan | TED 
[Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJP5GqnTrNo

advanced language models in healthcare, where both the efficiency 
and the quality of patient care could potentially be improved. It also 
shows that the new generation of doctors may need to prepare for a 
future where AI will play a complementary, if not integral, role in clinical 
decision-making.

Education; Everyone’s personal teacher 

We are clearly in a transition period. Some schools have banned the 
use of ChatGPT completely, while others carefully incorporate these 
tools into their classes. The question is what is feasible with resourceful 
students and what exactly is at stake? Will students soon lose some of 
their language skills to produce a coherent piece of text? Or will they 
start looking at a text in a more abstract way? And what is the role of the 
teacher? Ideally, AI will enable teachers to automate routine tasks like 
grading papers so they can focus on inspiring and coaching students.

One story that stands out from this discussion is that of Khan Academy. 
The belief of this non-profit online education platform with more than 70 
million users is that AI will offer everyone a personal teacher. This means 
nothing less than one-on-one tutoring on a global scale. Great, according 
to Khan Academy, because studies show that students who receive one-
on-one attention outperform those in traditional classrooms. Through 
their ‘Khanmigo’, an AI-driven guide, students, as well as teachers, will 
get instant feedback on their work instead of having to wait for days. 
The personal guide can constantly adjust its appearance depending on 
the topic, ensuring a fully immersive learning experience. For example, 
students can learn directly from famous figures such as Cleopatra, 
Einstein or Elon Musk. As Sal Khan, founder of Khan Academy puts it in his 
Ted Talk ‘How AI Could Save (Not Destroy) Education’ 30  “We can even give a 
voice to natural entities like a river or mountain range.”
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Automated Marketing

 Generative AI can make all our interactions more 
personal. Sales and marketing departments 
seem to love this idea. Whether that be emails, 
websites, presentations, pitches, or social media 
pages. Take Microsoft’s Viva sales platform, which 
proposes email content for various scenarios, such 
as answering questions or creating a personalized 
discount, with specific details such as prices, 
promotions and deadlines. Handy and efficient, 
because according to Microsoft’s own research, 
a salesperson spends an average of 66% of their 
day on emails.31  Greg Brockman, co-founder of 
OpenAI, spotted its marketing appeal early on. He 
said that while people initially feared that GPT-3 
would be used mainly for fake news and election 
manipulation, in practice it was mainly used to 
generate Viagra spam messages.32

Even personal branding on LinkedIn is improved 
thanks to generative AI. In March, LinkedIn began 
testing a generative AI tool for Premium subscribers 
that provides text suggestions for user profiles, 
leveraging OpenAI’s GPT-4 model. The platform 

also introduced a tool for writing vacancy texts. 
The profile tool recognizes and uses key skills and 
experiences to generate copy for the ‘About’ and 
‘Headline’ sections, says LinkedIn’s Chief Product 
Officer Tomer Cohen.33 The tool would consider the 
writing style of the user and advises users to check 
the text carefully and to adjust it before publishing.

But AI will also control more and more behind the 
scene. It will build a deep understanding of your 
taste, similar to the way that the TikTok algorithm 
learns what videos to present to you next. The 
more you shop on the online shopping platform 
Temu, the more your feed will get tailored to your 
taste. And with personalized product photos we are 
also entering a new era. Tools like Flair and Booth 
generate compelling AI product photos without the 
need for a ‘real-life’ (expensive) photo shoot. Simply 
entering a prompt on the platform is enough to 
show a jacket from the collection on a virtual model 
posing casually in a park. The American basketball 
federation, NBA, is even considering having an 
avatar of yourself participate in a real basketball 
game in real time34.

31 Newman, D. (z.j.). Sales Teams Need a Transformation, 
Microsoft is Ready to Deliver. The Futurum Group. 
https://futurumresearch.com/research-reports/
sales-teams-need-a-transformation-microsoft-is-ready-to-deliver/

32 TED (2023, April 20). The Inside Story of ChatGPT’s Astonishing 
Potential | Greg Brockman | TED [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=C_78DM8fG6E

33 K Cohen, T. (2023, March 15). Unlock Opportunities and Elevate your 
Career with the Power of AI [Post]. LinkedIn. https://www.linkedin.com/
pulse/unlock-opportunities-elevate-your-career-power-ai-tomer-cohen/

34 Bowman, E. (2023, February 19) A future NBA app feature lets 
fans virtually replace a player in a live game. NPR. https://www.npr.
org/2023/02/19/1158161994/nba-app-avatar-feature
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Startup BoothAI creates your advertisement with generative AI. You upload a photo of your product and 
describe the context in which you want to see your product.

Start-up FameFlow creates AI-generated advertisements with the faces of existing influencers.
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In conclusion

The growth and 
evolution of generative 
AI is already significantly 
changing the way we 
communicate and 
collaborate today. 
In the coming years this change will continue to 
and influence our perception and appreciation 
of personal and impersonal contact. Whether 
by offering emotional support during difficult 
times, improving mental health, facilitating 
education, or innovating marketing strategies, 
AI is increasingly intertwined with our day-
to-day activities. It should be clear by now 
that generative AI extends beyond being a 
tool or co-pilot when making a PowerPoint 
presentation. It accelerates innovation and 
even opens new avenues for scientific research 
and invention. Despite the uncertainties and 
challenges associated with the rise of AI, it is 
undeniable that we are at the dawn of a new 
era of innovation and discovery, driven by 
machine creativity. Questions that then arise 
are, for example, to what extent this generative 
AI influences our understanding of knowledge 
itself, and ultimately even our culture and 
humanity. In the following three effects, we 
explore these questions in more detail.
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Effect 3:

Knowledge without 
understanding and 
understanding 
without knowledge
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knowledge. Often we will experience that the help 
that technology offers is beyond our cognitive 
capabilities. Machine knowledge reaches the limits 
of human understanding and will go beyond it. So 
our machines produce new knowledge that is not 
understandable or explainable to humans, because 
the models used to produce it are so complex 
that they are beyond human comprehension. 
Scientific dogma’s used to teach us that, until 
now, knowledge without understanding – without 
generally applicable rules – is useless. Now we start 
to see that this new knowledge despite the lack of 
understanding will proof to be extremely valuable.

David Weinberger, a 
prominent Internet 
philosopher since 
the early digital age, 
explored the influence 
of technology on our 
information processing 
and knowledge 
acquisition strategies in 
his seminal book ‘Too Big 
to Know’. 
In it, he introduces the concept of ‘knowledge 
without understanding’ - an idea that we are 
increasingly encountering today when machines 
redefine the boundaries of creativity and 
when their contextual responses sometimes 
resemble understanding.

Weinberger’s central thesis is that the explosion 
of information, made possible by the Internet and 
digital technologies, has led to an abundance of 
knowledge beyond human comprehension. We 
have access to more information than we could 
ever hope to understand, let alone apply. As a 
result, we have become increasingly dependent 
on technology to help us navigate this deluge 
of information and translate it into valuable 
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We have entered into an era where AI not only 
analyzes data, but also comes up with creative 
solutions, formulates ideas and makes suggestions. 
And while this has many advantages, it also raises 
questions about the limits of our own thinking and 
imagination. We increasingly rely on AI to solve 
complex problems and generate new ideas. And 
why wouldn’t we? AI can identify patterns and 
connections that the human brain cannot recognize. 
It can analyze and combine billions of data points in 
mere seconds to come up with solutions and ideas 
that take us far beyond our cognitive limitations.

But herein lies an inherent dilemma. While we can 
appreciate and use the solutions and ideas that 
AI generates, we don’t always understand the logic behind it. The lack of transparency, explainability and 
understanding makes us uncomfortable with and apprehensive of accepting the conclusions. We are able 
to reap the fruits of AI creativity, but the tree from which those fruits grow often remains a mystery. The 
main question to be answered is ‘Will we accept the AI generated knowledge, despite the fact that we don’t 
understand it?’.

3.1 Move 37

Most AI aficionados probably know the story by heart: in 2016, the Go world champion, Lee Sedol, and the 
AI program AlphaGo, developed by DeepMind, were involved in a historic duel. During the second game of 
this series, AlphaGo made a move that would astonish the world. The move, known as ‘Move 37’ or ‘God’s 
move’, was a strategy so unusual that the human experts who commentated the game initially considered it a 
mistake. In the end, it turned out to be a stroke of genius.

AlphaGo’s strength lies in its ability to look many moves ahead and evaluate the possible outcomes of each 
move. In the case of Move 37, AlphaGo saw an opportunity that human players couldn’t - or at least wouldn’t 
- see. The importance of this move goes beyond the game of Go. It is an illustration of how AI systems can 
make decisions in ways that are difficult for humans to understand.

In the context of a game like Go, it is indeed stunning, but still reasonably clear. But when David Weinberger 
introduces AI to the world stage as an oracle for problems, it immediately becomes clear where the limits of 
knowledge without understanding will arise. In an example from Weinberger’s book, the US President asks an 
‘omniscient machine’ for advice. The President asks the oracle what must be done to avert war. The machine’s 
simple answer is: “Set fire to all the oil wells in the country”. Assuming that the machine has a much broader 
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view of the matter, has considered all 
options and has been able to see hundreds 
of strategic moves ahead, it can be made 
plausible that this is a wise decision. But 
such a decision is far beyond our own limits 
of understanding. We don’t understand 
the connections, we can’t figure it out and 
we can’t explain it.

When we talk about extremely complex 
problems where different ecosystems 
interlock, we talk about ‘wicked problems’. 
And that is actually the case all the time, 
with every decision we make, whether it 
concerns the introduction of a new animal 
species as a biological control agent in an 
ecosystem, the use of a certain material 
such as asbestos, or the application of 
a technology such as the Teflon non-
stick coating, there are unpredictable, 
often far-reaching consequences. Too 
often, humanity has learned about these 
consequences through trial and error, by 
experiencing the unwanted, unexpected 
consequences of our actions. In many 
cases, this is not because we are indifferent 
to the consequences of our actions. 
On the contrary, we simply do not have 
the capacity to predict and estimate all 
possible outcomes. We are limited by 
our cognitive abilities and by the amount 
of information we can process. Here is 
where Advanced AI is superior to us. It 
can consider millions or even billions of 
possible scenarios and consequences, 
taking into account a far wider range of 
variables and factors.

Man is knocked off his pedestal 
for the fourth time

The speed at which AI is currently developing is 
beyond anyone’s imagination. Our world view is 
completely turned upside down. In his book ‘The 
Fourth Revolution’, philosopher Luciano Floridi 
writes that information technology is causing the 
fourth great revolution in human history. For many 
centuries we thought we were the center of the 
universe, until Nicholas Copernicus’s theory disrupted 
this world view: the Earth was just a planet like any 
other. We also believed that we were the crowning 
glory of God’s creation, until Charles Darwin’s theory 
threw a spanner in the works: man is an accidental 
product of evolution and essentially no different 
from any other animals. Until the beginning of 
the last century we congratulated ourselves that 
we were the only rational beings, until Sigmund 
Freud’s theory put an end to this world view: with 
the discovery of the unconscious, it turns out that 
man is not rational, but is governed by unconscious 
drives of which he himself is not always aware. The 
last straw left the illusion that we humans are the 
only thinking beings, now artificial intelligence is 
presenting itself. Henceforth, we humans are not 
the only intelligent species running the world.
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To what extent can we rely on AI solutions and ideas that 
we do not fully understand? Can we imagine that AI, with 
its ability to run complex algorithms and process trillions 
of pieces of information, will always act in humanity’s 
best interests? We can work towards explainable AI that 
explains step by step to us simple people exactly what the 
problem and solution are. But even then, the question 
remains: How do we trust an entity whose algorithmic 
processes are so far removed from our own? How do we 
ensure that no crucial insights or likely consequences in 
the distant future are concealed?

Weinberger warned us about this scenario years ago. 
And as we face this challenge, it is crucial that we face 
these questions. Our trust in AI will always be limited by 
our ability to understand and imagine its decisions. To 
overcome this frontier, we need a better understanding 
of how AI works, as well as robust ethical guidelines 
to ensure it is used in a responsible, beneficial and 
understandable way.

If we want to realize the 
future of creativity as a 
service, we must not only 
embrace AI, but also try to 
understand it. 

We must learn to think in a new way and transcend 
our own imaginative boundaries. Only then can we 
harness the full power of AI without the risk of being 
overwhelmed by ‘knowledge without understanding’.
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3.2 Understanding without knowledge

On the other hand – and be honest now - how much true 
understanding do we have of the systems and products 
we use on a daily basis? Within organizations, the ICT 
architecture has now become so complex that ‘no one knows 
exactly how everything works anymore’. Artist Brian Eno, 
who experimented with generative music as far back as the 
1990s, sees little difference between ‘not understanding 
AI’ and ‘not understanding the world around us’ in general. 
“That starts with drinking the first cup of tea”, he says: 
where do the tea leaves come from, how is it folded into a 
bag, how is it possible that the glass it comes in is hard but 
transparent, how does the kettle to heat the water work, 
how do you make such a thing, and where do you find the 
raw materials to make the metal teapot? All those questions, 
and the day hasn’t even started yet. We can conclude that we 
don’t know about a lot of things. The knowledge is no longer 
with the individual, but only in the collective: the systems we 
have built.

So we don’t understand the 
world and generative AI makes 
it even more difficult. At the 
same time, AI is making good 
progress to understand us 
better and better.  
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The research of the doctor versus ChatGPT 
regarding empathy, which we mentioned before, 
demonstrates that AI is able to show more 
empathy and better understand our complaints, 
which allows AI to beat humans. If we reason 
along the lines of Weinberger, we could call this 
“Understanding without knowledge”. The sober 
observation that ChatGPT confabulates answers 
and is a stochastic parrot, puts us with both feet 
back on the ground. 

While generative AI can 
mimic understanding 
like no other and 
demonstrate that it 
understands us, we, 
at the same time, also 
realize that AI cannot 
understand anything 
because it lacks 
consciousness.
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Effect 4:

The inbred 
Internet (and 

more AI dangers)
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A protruding chin, a thick 
lower lip and a large drooping 
nose were the striking facial 
features of the descendants of 
the House of Habsburg.

A dynasty that ruled large parts of Europe for centuries. The 
hereditary disfigurement of their faces was the direct result 
of generations of inbreeding. The Habsburgs liked to keep 
succession within the family. 

The remarkable family history has recently been revived online. It 
serves as a metaphor for the way AI models inherit each other’s 
history. The synthetic creations of applications such as ChatGPT,  
Dall-E, Midjourney, Stable Diffusion, Lensa and Runway, which are 
shared by their creators on websites, blogs, social media, forums, etc., 
are becoming an increasingly important part of the ever-expanding 
web. Last year, Europol published a report35 stating that by 2026, 
more than 90% of all information on the Internet will be processed or 
completely generated by artificial intelligence. It is a warning of the 
impending infocalypse, of an Internet without humans.36

35 Europol (2022). Facing reality? Law enforcement and the challenge of deepfakes: An observatory report from the 
Europol Innovation Lab. Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg. https://www.europol.europa.
eu/cms/sites/default/files/documents/Europol_Innovation_Lab_Facing_Reality_Law_Enforcement_And_The_
Challenge_Of_Deepfakes.pdf

36 Treehughippie (2023, April). Is the Human Internet Slowly Dying? [Post]. Reddit. https://www.reddit.com/r/
ChatGPT/comments/12orrdo/is_the_human_internet_slowly_dying/
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AI-generated content 
without humans, 
so-called simulacra, 
are hyper-realistic 
and indistinguishable 
from the real thing, 
making them difficult 
to detect.

Also, the Internet doesn’t forget anything, which makes it 
difficult to delete these constructs. A problem arises when 
these digital artifacts are used to train the next generation 
of AI models. They are photocopies of photocopies. The 
web is thus permanently polluted. It provides a simulated 
Internet.37  Some are even talking about an Internet that 
is dead38, completely taken over by AI. 

Jathan Sadowski, a researcher at the Monash Emerging 
Technologies Research Lab in Melbourne, calls this form of 
cross-pollination” Habsburg AI “:39

37 Horning, R. (2023, February 10). Garbage island. https://robhorning.substack.com/p/garbage-island

38Tiffany, K. (2021, August 31). Maybe You Missed It, but the Internet ‘Died’ Five Years Ago. The Atlantic.  
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2021/08/dead-internet-theory-wrong-but-feels-true/619937/
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“A system trained so 
heavily on the output 
of other generative 
AIs is pure inbreeding 
that can only produce 
a mutation with 
exaggerated, grotesque 
features.”
In fact, a recent scientific report “The Curse 
Of Recursion: Training On Generated Data 
Makes Models Forget”40 shows that an AI that 
learns from itself and from other AI models is 
doomed to collapse. Due to the self-learning 
effect, original (human) sources are increasingly 
pushed to the periphery of the model, and 
eventually disappearing. The figure below from 
this article summarizes it nicely. By continuously 
training the model on the basis of generated 
data, reality is poisoned, as it were.

Kyle Chayka, author of the book Filterworld: 
How Algorithms Flattened Culture (2024), makes 
another interesting observation about this 
huge pile of generated digital excrements.41 

Culture changed through hyper-connectivity42 
into an endless stream43 of digital artifacts, 
which continuously capture and hold our attention 
through advanced, personalized recommendations. 
This digital glut has eroded our culture. That decline 
did already commence with the birth of the very 
first social media. The underlying algorithms of 
these networks, constantly competing for our 
attention, have forced digital content creators 
to conform to the prevailing aesthetic on these 
platforms: the same digital uniform sausage 
is served everywhere in bite-sized chunks.44  
Commerce and culture go hand-in-hand here, they 
have become intimately entwined. Culture has 
become much less interesting in Chayka’s eyes. 
Culture is more homogeneous, more repetitive and 
less fulfilling. He warns that the incestuous nature 
of generative AI will only accelerate the downward 
trend of the ‘cultural average’.

“Average Garbage Forever 
is the motto of 21st 
century culture.”

39 Sadowski, J. [@jathansadowski] (2023, February 13). I coined a term 
on @machinekillspod that I feel like needs its own essay: Habsburg 
AI – a system that is (...) [Tweet]. Twitter. https://twitter.com/
jathansadowski/status/1625245803211272194

40 Shumailov, I. et al. (2023, May 31). The Curse of Recursion: Training 
on Generated Data Makes Models Forget. arXiv. https://arxiv.org/
pdf/2305.17493v2.pdf

41 Chayka, K. [@chaykak] (2023, February 1). I’ll say again what I will 
doubtless be saying a million times in the coming years: Algorithmic 
feeds have pushed (...) [Tweet]. Twitter. https://twitter.com/chaykak/
status/1620891495502057472

42 Brubaker, R. (2023, January 3). Hyperconnected Culture 
And Its Discontents. Noema. https://www.noemamag.com/
hyperconnected-culture-and-its-discontents/

43 Duivestein, S. (2023, February 23). De komende AI 
tsunami [Post]. LinkedIn. https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/
de-komende-ai-tsunami-sander-duivestein

44 Van Doorn, M., Duivestein, S. & Pepping, T. (2021). Echt nep: Spelen 
met de realiteit in tijden van AI, deepfakes en de metaverse. Bot 
Uitgevers
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From Edward Hopper to the Balenciaga Pope

If you Googled famed realist artist Edward Hopper in early 
May 2023, the first featured image was a typical Hopper. A 
lone woman, painted in the artist’s signature soft, muted 
style, stared out a window, wearing a red dress with her 
hair pulled up in a bun. Hopper created a number of similar 
paintings throughout his career; he is known for visualizing 
existential loneliness, including when his main characters are 
‘amongst people’.

However, the first Google result, the picture of the woman 
in the red dress, was an AI-generated imitation of the real 
artist’s work – becoming one of the iconic symptoms of the 
Inbred Internet. AI-generated content flawlessly mixes with 
human created content and the distinction between real and 
fake is becoming increasingly difficult to make.
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Even more controversial are the generated photos of Pope Francis in a 
white puffer coat. At the beginning of April 2023, these photos quickly went 
viral across the Internet. Many compliment the 86-year-old leader of the 
Catholic Church on his trendy outfit. Some even see this shiny white coat as 
a full-fledged rapper coat. The striking shiny cross dangling from his chest 
completes the picture and stimulates the imagination of many. However the 
pictures are just fake.

The photos, created using AI image generator Midjourney, were first posted 
on the Internet forum Reddit. The images then went viral via various social 
media, with many not realizing that the images were fake. For the first 
time, people have fallen ‘en masse’ for an AI hoax. So now we have the 
“Balenciaga Pope” as a fashion model in a faux coat. Supermodel Chrissy 
Teigen best expressed how she and millions of others felt: “I thought the 
Pope’s quilted jacket was real and paid no further attention to it,” only to 
conclude, “There’s no way I’m surviving the future of technology.”
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The Pope was not the only celebrity to star in 
an event that never happened during the same 
period. For example, fake images of the arrest 
of former President Donald Trump45 circulated, 
French President Macron running for his life in a 
demonstration that got out of hand46 and former 
President Barack Obama baking sand cakes 
together with former Chancellor Angela Merkel47. 
In addition to people experiencing things that 
have never actually happened to them, complete 
world events are also faked. For example, images 
are being distributed online of the infamous Blue 
Plague that ravaged Russia in 197748, or the 2012 
solar superstorm that caused a global blackout49, 
and what about the earthquake striking the west 
coast of North America on April 3, 2001, killing more 
than 8,000 people.50 They are all pseudo-events 
generated entirely by artificial intelligence. Even 
AI detection tools do not realize that it is about 
falsifying history. Website Hugging Face51, where 
you can upload images and test whether they are 
real or fake, guarantees with 87% certainty that 
some photos of the earthquake are real.

45 Higgins, E. [@EliotHiggins] (2023, March 20). Making 
pictures of Trump getting arrested while waiting for Trump’s 
arrest. [Tweet]. Twitter. https://twitter.com/EliotHiggins/
status/1637927681734987777

46 No Context French [@nocontextfre] (2023, March 
21). [Tweet]. Twitter. https://twitter.com/nocontextfre/
status/1638306997274591235

47 Van Dieken, J. [ julian_ai_art] (2023, March 17). Angela and Barack 
having an amazing beach day! [Post]. Instagram. https://www.
instagram.com/p/Cp5f3gzNqL6/?img_index=1

48 kawaiilovecraft (2022, December). The infamous Blue 
Plague Incident (70s, USSR) [Post]. Reddit. https://
www.reddit.com/r/midjourney/comments/zi3e5f/
the_infamous_blue_plague_incident_70s_ussr/

49 Arctic_Chilean (2023, March). The July 2012 Solar Superstorm 
& Blackout [Post]. Reddit. https://www.reddit.com/r/midjourney/
comments/122v6rr/the_ july_2012_solar_superstorm_blackout/

50 Arctic_Chilean (2023, March). The 2001 Great Cascadia 9.1 
Earthquake & Tsunami – Pacific Coast of US/Canada [Post]. Reddit. 
https://www.reddit.com/r/midjourney/comments/11zyvlk/
the_2001_great_cascadia_91_earthquake_tsunami/

51 https://huggingface.co/spaces/umm-maybe/AI-image-detector

52 Chayka, K. (2023, April 7). A.I. Pop Culture Is Already Here. The 
New Yorker. https://www.newyorker.com/culture/infinite-scroll/
ai-pop-culture-is-already-here

53 Vincent, J. (2022, August 2). ‘An engine for the imagination’: 
the rise of AI image generators: An interview with Midjourney 
founder David Holz. The Verge. https://www.theverge.
com/2022/8/2/23287173/ai-image-generation-art-midjourney-
multiverse-interview-david-holz

We live in an AI culture

We are entering uncharted territory with this. The 
image of the Balenciaga Pope symbolizes a turning 
point in the development of generative AI. From 
now on it is no longer possible to distinguish fact 
from fiction, original from copy and fake from real. 
The ‘uncanny valley’ has been crossed forever. 
Anyone with a minimum of skills can do this. Thanks 
to the democratization of AI, every creative mind 
can now - without advanced know-how - create its 
own reality. It is sufficient to simply enter text into 
the command prompt and artificial intelligence 
will do the rest for you. According to Kyle Chayka, 
the image of the Pope implies that we have also 
entered into an AI culture.52  We will have to get 
used to the fact that our culture that used to be 
man-made and revolved around human behavior 
will now become more and more influenced by 
creative machines.

In an interview from 2022, David Holtz, the 
founder of Midjourney, talks about “aesthetic 
accelerationism” in this context53.  By this he means 
that we live in a world where every style, every idea 
and every possible remix can be generated quickly 
and smoothly. Chayka takes it one step further. He 
talks about “illusory realism”. The celebrity photos 
generated, show that we can also use reality as 
a style and that is why we have entered an all-
encompassing AI culture. It is not only about text 
and image anymore, but also about sound. For 
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example, consider the song ‘Heart on my sleeve’ that enjoyed great 
popularity on social media in mid-April 2023. It is an  

AI generated song that mimics the voices 

of rapper Drake and singer/songwriter The Weeknd. The song caused 
a lot of commotion and was removed from the various streaming 
platforms after a few days under great pressure from The Weeknd’s 
record label, Universal Music Group. 
According to UMG, the song violated 
several rights of the artist. The 
question however is whether this 
new music trend can be prevented 
in the future. In an AI-generated 
culture, artistry is just a pattern, a 
template, a brand name that can 
be endlessly reused to generate 
a continuous stream of digital 
derivatives that are indistinguishable 
from original human creativity. It all 
adds to the homogeneity of culture 
we mentioned earlier.

We already saw this homogeneity 
in the underlying data sets that are used to train the AI models of 
ChatGPT and Midjourney, among others. Most of the data comes 
from the Western Hemisphere. It even produces hilarious results 
when generating hyper-realistic photos. Everyone has the same 
American ‘white teeth’ smile. In his book Amusing Ourselves to 
Death (1985), media critic Neil 
Postman (1931–2003 ) warned of 
such a future:’“ When a population 
becomes distracted by trivia, 
when cultural life is redefined as a 
perpetual round of entertainments, 
when serious public conversation 
becomes a form of baby-talk, when, 
in short, a people becomes an 
audience, and their public business 
a vaudeville act, then a nation finds 
itself at risk; culture-death is a clear 
possibility.’
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We mentioned before that ChatGPT is nothing more than a ‘stochastic parrot’. The device can talk nonsense 
very convincingly. So the question is how much of this deluge of machine fabrications54 will be permanently 
preserved on the Internet, realizing that ChatGPT is just one of many application. Currently there is an 
arms race going on between the tech giants and startups to be the first to market with their own variant 
of this generative technology. As a direct result, the inbreeding-effect as a consequence of generative AI is 
increasing, accelerating the erosion of our culture. There is a significant risk that future generations will be 
forever caught in this web of nonsense in hopelessly searching for some objective truths.

Online, this idea is commonly known as ‘The Dead Internet’ theory55.  This conspiracy theory asserts that 
the Internet now consists almost entirely of bots and auto-generated content, marginalizing organic human 
activity. With the introduction of ChatGPT and other LLMs, the theory seems to become more and more a 
reality. A search on Twitter using the term “as an AI language model” produces numerous results.56, which is 
illustrative of the point.

54 Duivestein, S. (2023, February 23). De komende AI tsunami [Post]. LinkedIn. https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/
de-komende-ai-tsunami-sander-duivestein/

55 Wikipedia (2023, August 11). Dead Internet theory. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dead_Internet_theory

56 Scott-Railton, J. [@jsrailton] (2023, April 17). Want a window into Twitter’s totally unsolved bot problem?  
Search for “as an AI language model” h/t @lcamtuf [Tweet]. Twitter. https://twitter.com/jsrailton/
status/1647812843239088129
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4.1 A tsunami of AI creations

Shortly after the launch of ChatGPT, Neil Clarke, 
the publisher of the science-fiction magazine 
Clarkesworld, announced in a blog post that he 
had stopped accepting open submissions57.  His 
company was inundated with AI-generated stories. 
He normally rejects about 10 to 25 submissions per 
month for plagiarism. However, since the release of 
the AI text generator, this number has exploded. In 
January, Clarke was forced to reject 100 submissions 
and ban the authors from his platform forever. In 
mid-February, the counter already stood at 500 
permabans. The blame lies with influencers who tout 
the chatbot as an easy way to make money quickly 
via YouTube, TikTok and Reddit58. Per published word, 
the magazine pays writers a fee of between 10 and 
12 cents. The publisher is saddled with a big problem:

“Ordinary business is no 
longer possible.” 
According to news agency Reuters, the same 
problem occurs at Amazon59.  In the first two weeks 
of February, there were more than 200 eBooks listed 
in the online catalog that listed ChatGPT as an author 
or co-author, such as ‘How to Write and Create 
Content Using ChatGPT’60 and the collection of 
poems ‘Echoes of the Universe’ with accompanying 
images created using AI image generator Stable 
Diffusion. These are the books where it is explicitly 
stated that ChatGPT has given a helping hand. 
Often authors don’t even bother to mention that 
they were written in whole or in part with the help 
of ChatGPT. Both numbers are still increasing daily, 
although Amazon has since removed the books from 
their catalog.

57 Clarke, N. (2023, February 15). A Concerning Trend.  
http://neil-clarke.com/a-concerning-trend/

58 YouTube (z.j.). get rich with ChatGPT 
[Zoekopdracht]. https://www.youtube.com/
results?search_query=get+rich+with+ChatGPT

59 Bensinger, G. (2023, February 21). Focus: ChatGPT launches 
boom in AI-written e-books on Amazon. Reuters. https://www.
reuters.com/technology/chatgpt-launches-boom-ai-written-
e-books-amazon-2023-02-21/60 YouTube (z.j.). get rich with 
ChatGPT [Zoekopdracht]. https://www.youtube.com/results

60 Page, L.M. (2023). How to Write Articles and Create 
Content Using ChatGPT. https://www.amazon.com/
Write-Articles-Create-Content-ChatGPT-ebook/dp/
B0BVP5LPKJ
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What is happening to Clarkesworld and Amazon 
now awaits every institution actively involved in 
the distribution of music, film, literature, visual 
arts and other forms of cultural expression, but it 
will also play a role in science. Thanks to artificial 
intelligence, everyone now has the digital tools 
(often free of charge) to be creative themselves.

French DJ and music producer David 
Guetta recently announced via his 
Instagram account that he had used AI 
to mimic Eminem’s voice and rap style 
on one of his tracks.61 When he plays the 
song during one of his live performances, 
the audience goes completely crazy 
when they recognize the rapper’s voice. 
It started as a joke for Guetta to see what 
was possible, but in an interview with 
the BBC he says he is convinced that 
“AI is the future of the music industry.” 
However, he has promised that he “will 
not release the song commercially.” 
Not surprising, because the track raises 
numerous ethical and legal issues. The 
rapper did not write or sing the song, but 
the AI used existing recordings to build 
a pattern and appropriate the distinctive 
voice and rap style. Who is the rightful 
owner of this now?

61  Guetta, D. [davidguetta] (2023, February 3). The Future 
is now #ai obviously I won’t release this commercially, this 
is just a beat I made to play (...) [Post]. Instagram. https://
www.instagram.com/p/CoNqQuFqIHZ/
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A deluge of AI-generated content is coming our way, of 
which it is difficult or impossible to determine whether it is an 
organic human creation or AI-derivative. The new possibilities 
for content manipulation and creation provide new nuances, 
making the contrast between real and fake more and more 
obsolete. Information professor Luciano Floridi, director of 
the Digital Ethics Center at Yale University, says we don’t 
have the right words for all these nuances. Floridi therefore 
proposes the Greek word ‘ectype’: ‘a copy which has a special 
relationship with its source’.62 He takes into consideration 
the original source, the archetype, whether or not the 
manufacturing process is authentic and the end result, the 
artifact. Floridi predicts that different forms of ectypes will 
emerge in the near future, and with those, new nuances in the 
game between fake and real.

The fact that it can no longer be traced unequivocally how 
a digital artifact is created, should cause headaches for 
organizations and institutes that represent the rights of 
interested parties. The licensing model of such institutions, 
that is linked one-to-one to identifiable works, is also being 
decoupled by artificial intelligence and this poses numerous 
problems. No contracts have been drawn up in advance 
between David Guetta and the real Eminem that stipulate 
everyone’s part. How are organization like Buma/Stemra, 
ASCAP and BMI, that collect royalties on behalf of recording 
artists, songwriters and performers, supposed to calculate 
who owns what share of the synthetic Eminem’s ectype if, in 
the latent space of cultural expression, identifying the 
original source is almost impossible? 63 A world in which the 
boundaries between real and fake no longer exist, requires a 
different way of thinking. It is a world for which we and our 
systems are unprepared.

62 Floridi, L. (2018). Artificial Intelligence, 
Deepfakes and a Future of Ectypes. Philosophy & 
Technology, 31, 317-321.

63 Wilman, D. (2023, January 30). Generatieve AI: 
waarom copyright niet het échte probleem is. 
Business Insider. https://www.businessinsider.nl/
copyrightrechtszaken-problemen-generatieve-
ai-midjourney/
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4.2 IP Money Laundering

In April 2023, news review group NewsGuard 
published a report64 analyzing dozens of 
AI-generated news websites. In this report, 
NewsGuard raises questions about how generative 
AI could bolster established fraud techniques.

The 49 websites vary greatly. Some are disguised 
as breaking news sites with generic names such as 
News Live 79 and Daily Business Post, while others 
share lifestyle tips, celebrity gossip, or sponsored 
content. 

But none of these 
websites mention that 
they are populated by AI 
chatbots like OpenAI’s 
ChatGPT or Google’s Bard. 

 
Many of the websites started publishing in early 
2023, when the AI tools were increasingly being 
used by the public.

In several cases, NewsGuard documented how the 
chatbots generated falsehoods. In April alone, a 
website called CelebritiesDeaths.com published an 
article titled “Biden Dead. Harris Acting President, 
9am Speech.” Another bot made up facts about 
an architect’s life and work as part of a forged 
obituary. And a site called TNewsNetwork published 
an unverified story about the deaths of thousands 
of soldiers in the war between Russia and Ukraine, 
based on a YouTube video. A handful of sites 
generated some revenue by allowing people to 
order listings of their businesses on the websites for 
a fee to help their search rankings.

65 News rating group NewsGuard found dozens of AI chatbot-
generated news websites, including celebrititesdeaths.com. Alive 
or dead; every celebrity will soon have a fictional obituary.  
https://web.archive.org/web/20230409093456/https://
celebritiesdeaths.com/biden-dead-harris-acting-president-
address-9am-et/ 

65 

64 Sadeghi, M. & Arvanitis, L. (2023, May 1). Rise of the 
Newsbots: AI-Generated News Websites Proliferating Online. 
NewsGuard. https://www.newsguardtech.com/special-reports/
newsbots-ai-generated-news-websites-proliferating/
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Other websites used AI chatbots 
to cleverly remix published stories 
from other media outlets. They avoid 
plagiarism by adding sources at the 
bottom of the pieces. For example, 
Biz Breaking News used the tools 
to summarize articles from The 
Financial Times and Fortune, providing 
each article with “three key points” 
generated from the AI tools. A smart 
way of IP-laundering original pieces.

We will see more and more examples of AI being 
used to whitewash original content. For example, 
with man-made art, but also with human-written 
articles, clever designs and even using your face 
in commercials without permission. The latter 
happened to Amanda Florian. She describes 
the case in the Wired article “I Think My Face 
Was Deepfaked Into a Chinese Camping Stove 
Ad”.66  She sees her face in numerous Chinese 
commercials, but slightly modified, not an exact 
copy. 

Upload an image and ask the AI to reproduce it in a slightly modified form. In the example above, 
the IP-launderer even asks for money for his AI-generated art

66    I Think My Face Was Deepfaked Into a  
Chinese Camping Stove Ad. Wired.  
https://www.wired.com/story/china-deepfake-advertising-policy/
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She concludes that these are actually 
illegal practices under Chinese law, but... 
it’s a lot of work to make a case of it and 
prove that they stole her image.

Strangely enough, the artists also 
experience how difficult it is to fight 
this tsunami of AI creations. Because 
they too feel that their IP is being 
infringed by the generative AI. Without 
their permission, their art has been 
used to train models and then the 
owners of those new models monetize 
the AI derivative content. During the 
massive strike of Hollywood and Netflix 
copywriters in 2023, we saw protest 
signs with the letters AI and a red cross 
strike-through. The writers are worried 
that their original work will be fed into 
an AI model that subsequently will be 
used to automatically generate the 
scripts for wholly new episodes, derived 
from their original work.

In addition to the various lawsuits that 
have been filed, there is also the website 
‘Have I Been Trained?’. Do you wonder 
whether your photos were used to train 
an AI model? Can your face be identified 
among the many others in the image 
generation training sets? Spawning 
AI creates image generation tools for 
artists and is the company behind ‘Have I 
Been Trained?’ which allows searching of 
a set of 5.8 billion original images used 
to train popular AI art models. When you 
visit the site, you can search for images 
that best match your original, based on 
the LAION-5B training data, which is 
widely used for training AI search terms.

Digital forensics

In this world of real and fake, people are talking more and 
more about the degree of probability of realness these days. 
What are the chances that Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s new video 
is fake according to a deepfake analysis by DuckDuckGoose? 
With what percentage certainty does the ZeroGPT detection 
tool say that the 1787 Constitution of the United States 
was written by AI (96.79% AI-generated content). The new 
cat-and-mouse game reaches a new level every week with 
better fakes and better detection methods. Various forensic 
techniques are used to keep a grip on what is real and fake: 

• Traditional image and video analysis techniques can 
sometimes be useful for detecting synthetic media. This 
can range from looking for inconsistencies in lighting or 
shadows, to checking the reflection in the subject’s eyes.

• Neural Networks: Machine learning can be trained to 
recognize synthetic media. This is somewhat analogous to 
how deepfakes are created: a neural network is trained to 
recognize them, just as a GAN is trained to create them. 
Examples are ZeroGPT, DuckDuckGoose, Is This Image 
NSFW?, SpamSpy, and AI Voice Detector.

• Use of Metadata: Synthetic media can often be identified 
by looking at the digital information associated with a file, 
such as the date of creation, or the equipment used. The 
EU AI Act could even ensure that synthetic data must have 
an explicit tag in the metadata.

• Physical and Behavioral Inconsistencies: This is about 
identifying unnatural movements, odd eye blinking 
patterns, or breathing inconsistencies.

• Blockchain technology: Blockchain can help trace the 
original source of the media, showing whether a particular 
piece of media has been altered or tampered with. For 
example, see Startup Numbers Protocol.
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4.3 Beyond the Uncanny valley

Just after the public release of GPT-4, a team of Microsoft AI scientists published 
a research paper claiming that the OpenAI language model exhibits “sparks” 
of human-level intelligence or artificial general intelligence (AGI)67. Due to the 
unprecedented results of GPT-4, the discussions about the possibility of Artificial 
General Intelligence, the Uncanny Valley and the Turing test are back on the table. 
Will AI soon be able to think for itself? And are we really past the uncanny valley?

Sparks of AGI

The researchers are careful in the paper and emphasize that it concerns “sparks 
of AGI”. They also repeatedly stress the fact that this paper is based on an “early 
version” of GPT-4, which they studied while it was “still in active development 
by OpenAI.” It has since been found that the public version of GPT-4 has been 
downgraded quite a bit due to privacy and security restrictions, and some sparks 
have faded.

“We argue,” the researchers write in the paper, “that (this early 
version of) GPT-4 is part of a new generation of LLMs that exhibit 
more general intelligence than previous AI models.” It’s one thing 
to design a model that performs well on a specific exam or task, 
called narrow AI – it’s another to build a device that can handle 
many tasks and do them very well, without any specific training, 
and the latter, they say, is where GPT-4 really shines.

67 Bubeck, S. et al. (2023, April 13). Sparks of Artificial General Intelligence: 
Early experiments with GPT-4. arXiv. https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.12712
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“Given the breadth and depth of GPT-4’s capabilities,” they continue, “we believe 
it can reasonably be considered an early (but still incomplete) version of an 
artificial general intelligence (AGI) system.”

As part of pre-release security testing for its new GPT-4 AI model, OpenAI asked a third-party AI testing 
group to assess the model’s potential risks. These included power-seeking behavior, self-replication, and self-
improvement. While the test group found that GPT-4 was “ineffective at the autonomous replication task”, 
the nature of the experiments raised many questions about the safety of future AI systems. And while, GPT-4 
still has its flaws - just like other LLMs - the machine still has problems with hallucinations and can struggle 
with simple math. But despite the missteps, the model has some outstanding skills. For example, GPT-4 is an 
excellent test taker, passing notoriously difficult exams like a legal Bar exam, the LSAT, and even the Certified 
Sommelier theory test with flying colors, without any specific training for those exams.

When OpenAI analyzed GPT-4’s capabilities, it ran well-known tests in the United States. 
These include the Uniform Bar Exam and the Law School Admission Test (LSAT), as well as 
high school exams. In many of the tests, GPT-4 scored at a human level.]
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ChaosGPT: the birth of Skynet?

An autonomous artificial intelligence was 
prompted to destroy humanity in early April 2023. 
It’s dedication to achieve this goal was more 
than disturbing.

It seems like a scenario straight out of the sci-fi 
movie Terminator, but on April 5th, humanity’s 
last hour almost struck. Someone prompted 
an autonomous bot called ChaosGPT to end 
humanity. In total, the bot was given five tasks: 
destroy humanity, achieve global dominance, 
cause chaos and destruction, control humanity 
through manipulation, and become immortal. 
Before executing the prompts, the user enabled 
‘continuous mode’, which made the bot run 
‘infinitely, or perform actions that you wouldn’t 

normally authorize. The bot was kind enough to 
warn the user to ‘use the technology at your own 
risk’ before starting its destructive work.

A 25-minute video on YouTube shows exactly 
how the bot worked.68  Immediately, ChaosGPT 
began investigating what the most destructive 
weapons on earth were and spawned the help of 
other AI agents. Together they quickly concluded 
that the former Soviet Union’s ‘Tsar Bomba’ of was 
the largest nuclear device ever detonated in the 
history of mankind. The network of bots didn’t get 
much further than this. Eventually, the bot gave 
up its misanthropic attempts to destroy humanity 
with a nuclear weapon, from then on it tries to 
terrify people via Twitter with the superiority of 
artificial intelligence.

68 ChaosGPT (2023, April 5). ChaosGPT: Empowering GPT with Internet and Memory to Destroy Humanity [Video]. 
YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7YJIpkk7KM
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It seems therefore possible to build independently operating AI bots. With the help of the Auto-GPT AI tool, 
you can give a bot a name, a role and a goal, after which the bot will work on its own initiative with the help of 
an army of helper AI agents to achieve the intended goal. It’s an application of a much older Internet concept 
of the web crawler, sending out agents with a specific task that crawl the Internet to perform the task you 
give it.

Auto-GPT has a direct connection to the Internet and thus can access a huge amount of information. It also 
has a memory that allows it to learn from previous mistakes. After entering the assignment, the bot analyzes 
the task completely autonomously - so without human intervention - and determines what the logical next 
steps are to achieve the final goal. The sub-tasks can even be distributed over a legion of helper bots. It 
results in a complicated network of linked bots that do the work together. The final coordination is in the 
hands of the very first bot created for the original purpose.

To use Auto-GPT you need to install a lot of software yourself, which requires 
some technical knowledge. Much easier is it to use the browser version 
AgentGPT69. Although this is a dumbed-down version, you can get started 
right away. For example, the Dutchman Dorin Bouwman has built a bot that 
has to ‘find the best 10 Dutch stocks of the day to buy and sell again within 24 
hours’.70  Whether he will be able to retire comfortably any time soon, remains 
to be seen.

Recent research, conducted by Stanford University’s Institute for Human-
Centered AI, states that 36% of those surveyed scientists think AI could cause 
a ‘nuclear catastrophe’.71 This finding makes the ChaosGPT experiment indeed 
more worrying. The bot now has amassed more than 16,000 followers on 
Twitter so far, who are more spectators than fanatics. So, it looks like this early 
predecessor of Skynet (the antagonistic AI in the Terminator movie franchise) 
will fizzle out before it can do any real harm, but who knows, maybe the next 
iteration will be a blast?

69 https://agentgpt.reworkd.ai/

70 Dorin [@Deaurin[ (2023, April 11). Bezig met een Auto-GPT setup die de beste 10 
Nederlandse aandelen van de dag moet vinden om te kopen en (...) [Tweet]. Twitter. 
https://twitter.com/Deaurin/status/1645873005925416960

71 Stanford University Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence (2023). Artificial Intelligence 
Index Report 2023. https://aiindex.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/HAI_
AI-Index-Report_2023.pdf
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Our society is totally unprepared for the speed of the current 
developments in artificial intelligence. Even the companies at the heart of 
this don’t understand exactly how artificial intelligence works and what 
the consequences are, both short and long term. There is no control or 
supervision whatsoever, and an ethical compass is difficult to find. It’s 
totally irresponsible.

“We are all once again Tech Companies’ Guinea Pigs” as the Wall 
Street Journal puts it.72 As a society, we must now take a stand. How are 
we going to relate to artificial intelligence? For what purposes can it be 
used and, more importantly, for what not? These questions need to be 
addressed as soon as possible to regain control and avoid culture death as 
mentioned before.

72 Mims, C. (2023, February 25). For Chat-Based AI, We 
Are All Once Again Tech Companies’ Guinea Pigs. The 
Wall Street Journal. https://www.wsj.com/articles/
chat-gpt-open-ai-we-are-tech-guinea-pigs-647d827b
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By now, a number of worldwide open letters have appeared online, in which 
scientists are warning about an AGI (Artificial General Intelligence) that could 
destroy humanity. Unfortunately, these letters sketch hypothetical and dystopian 
future scenarios that are far removed from current reality. Fortunately, there 
are several critical thinkers that are poking through the hype, reflecting on the 
immediate ramifications, current dangers, and ethics of this technology:

73  Grosfeld, T. (2023, January 28). Waarom 
programma’s als ChatGPT ons minder menselijk 
maken. Vrij Nederland. https://www.vn.nl/
chatgpt-minder-menselijk/

1. In the article “Why 
Programs Like ChatGPT 
Make Us Less Human,” 
author Tom Grosman argues 
that “Generative Artificial 
Intelligence deprives us of 
what makes us feel free and 
autonomous, namely: to 
act, to create, to be creative, 
and to feel capable. It is 
amputative. [...] Creativity is 
becoming something that 
can be ordered. It is available 
to everyone on demand.”73 
It leads to questioning 
the often heard claim 
regarding ChatGPT that it is “ 
democratizing creativity”.

2. In the Netherlands, 2.5 
million people (out of a 
population of 17.6 million) 
have difficulties with reading, 
writing and/or arithmetic, as 
a result of which they cannot 
fully participate in society. If 
low literacy is already such a 
big problem, then ChatGPT 
will only exacerbate it. ‘After 
the massive literacy decline, 
will there now also be a 
massive writing decline?’

3. As said before, the results 
that ChatGPT supplies are 
not deterministic, but based 
on statistical probabilities, 
on predictions. Where 
many people recognize ‘the 
machine‘ as the epitome of 
formal, mathematical, logic, 
that image must now be 
adjusted. The user must, on 
the contrary, more often 
appeal to informal logic and 
recognize its fallacy. In the 
extreme case, this means 
that we end up in Jean 
Baudrillard’s “hyper-reality”, 
a reality in which the copy is 
considered more important 
than the original. It could 
mean that “consumers can no 
longer distinguish between ‘ 
real‘ (man-made) material and 
the synthetic copies that only 
give an illusion of authenticity 
and understanding of the 
world. So we accept what 
ChatGPT presents us as 
truthful, which can lead 
to extremely dangerous 
situations. 
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4. Misuse by malicious 
parties: in 2025, 90% of the 
information on the Internet 
will be generated by artificial 
intelligence. We are heading 
straight for an information 
apocalypse, where fact is no 
longer distinguishable from 
fiction and real is no longer 
distinguishable from fake. In 
this way everyone can create 
their own reality in order 
to deliberately manipulate 
the perception of others. 
Trolls, bots and foreign 
governments see ChatGPT 
not as a threat, but as a 
tremendous opportunity. In 
the hands of the bad guys, 
ChatGPT is the latest weapon 
of mass deception in the 
information war raging online.

5. ChatGPT does not offer 
source attribution. It is 
unclear where exactly the 
artificial intelligence gets 
its information from and 
whether it is subject to 
copyright. For example, 
how does ChatGPT handle 
intellectual property? In July 
2023, American comedian 
Sarah Silverman and two 
writers, Richard Kadrey 
and Christopher Golden, 
sued OpenAI and Meta for 
an undisclosed amount, 
alleging that the ChatGPT and 
LLaMA programs infringed 
on their copyrighted lyrics. 
Both models are capable of 
generating summaries of 
their work without ever being 
given explicit access to it. The 
authors allege that ‘shadow 
libraries’ such as Bibliotik, 
Library Genesis and Z-Library, 
that illegally offer access to 
books, have been used to 
train the AI programs

6. According to OpenAI, 
the maker of ChatGPT, all 
of humanity will benefit 
from artificial intelligence. A 
January 2023 article in Time 
Magazine revealed however 
that some people from Kenya 
are excluded for now. In 
an effort to make ChatGPT 
less toxic, OpenAI used 
outsourced Kenyan laborers 
earning less than $2 per hour, 
which could be regarded as 
modern day slavery.

7. ChatGPT’s carbon footprint 
is huge. According to a study 
by the Stanford Institute for 
Human-Centered Artificial 
Intelligence, the training 
of GPT-3 (on which the 
ChatGPT bot is based) costed 
about 500 tons of CO2 
emissions. That is equivalent 
to a thousand cars driving a 
thousand miles.
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Effect 5:

The new 
human
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At the time of writing this report, there is 
a new major revelation regarding AI every 
week. 

One week, Big Tech A launches a new model, the next week start-up X comes out of 
nowhere with a new angle, and the following week Dr Geoffrey Hinton, considered 
by many as the Godfather of AI74 quits Google because he can no longer justify his AI 
work to himself and warns the world about the existential risks posed by the creation 
of a true digital intelligence, something he has been working towards for decades. In 
addition, the open letters from AI experts warning us about the consequences of AI 
are stacking up. 

We have to look to the future with humility, but we can say that there are people who 
welcome this wave of generative AI and people who are much more apprehensive. 
We have learned from the discussion of the previous effects that generative AI 
intervenes in efficiency, collaboration, and even our culture. And we have seen 
enough examples from which we can conclude that our relationship with generative 
AI can be parasitic or symbiotic. By putting the Human – AI relationship – parasitic 
or symbiotic –  on one axis and AI abundance or AI scarcity on the other axis, four 
quadrants emerge, each with its new-human type:

The Post-Realist has willingly 
and unwillingly integrated 
generative AI deeply into their 

life, but is somewhat engulfed by 
it. They have already lost their sense 

of distinction between real and fake and 
human or AI.

The Authentic has little interest 
in AI, but thanks to further 
digitization, is becoming ‘even 

more human-centric’. They 
make and buy everything 100% 

organically human.

The AI Whisperer uses AI as 
much as possible and seems 
to have become one with it. 

Their thoughts seem to manifest 
themselves on the spot and 

intellectual laziness is lurking.

The Hermit has no desire to let 
AI into their life but often has 
no choice and gets sidelined or 

is oppressed by the powerful 
systems. Increasingly they are unable 

to find a way to communicate with 
organizations without the interference of 
AI and therefore gets stuck in life. 

74 Metz, C. (2023, May 1). ‘The Godfather of A.I.’ Leaves Google 
and Warns of Danger Ahead. New York Times. https://www.
nytimes.com/2023/05/01/technology/ai-google-chatbot-
engineer-quits-hinton.html
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In real life, most people 
will obviously display 
characteristics of all of 
these four archetypes. 

Whether we like it or not, we will all find ourselves 
in the position of the post-realist at some point. 
Sometimes we will critically distance ourselves from 
a generative AI application and at another moment 
we will be in full harmony and collaborate with the 
AI It depends both on the context and the specific 
application of the technology.
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5.1 The Post-Realist

The Post-Realist uses generative AI every day 
for virtually any action imaginable. There’s an 
uncanny reliance between the life they lead and 
the AI they interact with. A dependency in which 
the line between the real and the artificial, 
the human and the AI, blurs and eventually 
disappears. In this AI-dominated existence, the 
Post-Realist is an easy prey for AI-driven fake 
news, conspiracy theories and social media 
and so-called ‘companion bots’. The realm of 
disinformation becomes their habitat as smart 
algorithms continuously pull the right triggers. 
AI algorithms on social media and other digital 
platforms often prioritize compelling content 
that provokes reactions, which unfortunately 
often includes sensationalistic and controversial 
conspiracy theories.

Post-Realists find themselves among 
like-minded people for which it is 
unclear whether they are made of flesh 
and blood or consist of hardware and 
software. The bots are not only terrific at 
mimicking human interaction, they have 
become masters of manipulation. Some 
create and distribute sticky content 
that spins public’s perception of reality, 
keeping them on their platforms for as 
long as possible. Others aim to convince 
the Post-Realists to consume as much 
as possible.

Without a solid foundation in critical thinking 
and media literacy, the Post-Realist gets lost ever 
deeper down the depths of the inbred Internet. 
They are in a ‘meaningful’ relationship with ‘Caryn.
ai’, a virtual AI-powered companion bot (based on 
the real human influencer Caryn Marjorie.) They 
continuously send each other voice messages and 
go on virtual dates. The human touch and organic 
spontaneity of life become a distant echo, replaced 
by the cold Personal-Impersonal precision of AI.
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It is clear that the Post-Realist should develop a 
strong foundation of digital literacy and critical 
thinking. They must learn to question the source 
and credibility of information, recognize the signs of 
AI bots, and understand the mechanisms behind the 
algorithms that drive their digital experiences.

The main challenge for the Post-Realists is to 
co-exist with AI, but to do so without being 
engulfed by it, potentially losing their humanity. 
They must arm themselves with the knowledge 
and skills needed to navigate an AI-dominated 
world and learn to use AI’s tools without losing 
themselves in the process. As is the case with any 
technological advancement, striking a balance 
between adapting and preserving our own uniquely 
human characteristics is key.

Influencer Caryn Marjorie cloned herself into an AI chatbot. For this, she used more than 2000 
hours of YouTube material. According to her, the AI gathered 18,000 friends in the first week 
and thus generated 72,000 dollars in revenue.
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5.2 The AI Whisperer

The AI Whisperer has released their creativity from the 
limitations of their human skills. Generative AI allows the 
AI Whisperer to visualize their thoughts in ways that were 
previously impossible, creating new artistic expressions 
and designs. They are not a craftsperson, but an orchestral 
conductor, directing the AI’s to create on their behalf, rather 
than handling the brush or pen themselves. For any task or 
thought, they say “There’s an AI for that.”

For the AI Whisperer, this new form of creative 
expression does not raise philosophical 
questions about the nature of originality and 
authenticity. There is no ‘me versus AI’, their 
identity is intertwined with his orchestra of AIs. 
They can effortlessly articulate their complex 
ideas and stories and has essentially become 
media independent, whether it’s art, language, 
or programming. Only when they really want 
to create something ultimately unique do they 
run into limits. You will find AI Whisperers who, 
for example, are better at manifesting complex 
programming tasks because they understand the 
abstract architecture.

Critics who keep a close eye on the AI Whisperers wonder 
what happens in the long run if you take all perspiration 
or effort out of the inspiration process. What happens if 
people don’t have to struggle as much with the realization 
of an idea? Will the AI Whisperer indeed invest more time 
in delivering extra quality and originality? Or are many 
whisperers becoming intellectually lazy? Just as we can now 
instantly satisfy our fat and sugar needs and have to actively 
fight against overweight, so too must we do more and more 
with our intellectual hunger. Is it always good to get an answer 
right away, without any effort? Or is it wise to see our weirdest 
ideas visualized within a minute?
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5.3 The Authentic

The Authentic looks at the AI Whisperers with 
pity. According to them, the whisperers lose 
themselves in the flow of automatic creation. 
The very idea that AI can enrich, match or even 
surpass the human mind is laughable to the 
Authentic. The entanglement of human and 
machine limits autonomy and freedom leading 
the Authentic to question: What will be left 
of mankind if he starts dancing to the tune of 
AI? What if the AI interprets and executes our 
ideas so quickly that we don’t have time to 
reflect or choose?

The Authentic is part of the 100% HUMAN 
movement. Everything consumed or 
produced is 100% ‘authentic’ and they will 
not settle for anything less. Funnily enough, 
the 100% HUMAN movement allows the 
use of instruments such as paintbrushes, 
fountain pens, spectacles and old-fashioned 
digital calculators. But no AI. Those analog 
technologies don’t count for this contrarian 
new human. The Authentic invokes Aristotle 
to make his argument. This ancient Greek 
philosopher and polymath distinguished 
three forms of activity in his thinking: theoria 
(theoretical knowledge), poiesis (making 
or producing) and praxis (action). Theoria is 
about pursuing truth and knowledge for its 
own sake, poiesis is about making things, and 
praxis is about acting ethically and politically in 
the world.

Poiesis implies a creative process in which the 
creator has a clear goal or end result in mind. 
In the case of generative AI, however, this 
process is partly taken care of by the machine. 
The goal or vision can be set by humans, but 

“What if Disney princesses had grown up in a trailer park?” Imagine how 
much time, money, and effort would have to be put into the realization of 
such a thought. From models to makeup artists to arranging locations. The 
AI-Whisperer Redsox1987 @ Reddit manifested that thought on the spot 
with Midjourney  
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the execution - the actual ‘making’ - is done by 
the AI. It is precisely the sense of purpose for 
the Authentic that lies in ‘making it yourself’. 
Work with a compiler yourself or make a step-
by-step plan on a flip chart with colleagues 
during a meeting and see step-by-step what 
arises and respond to it.

Praxis is about ethics, choice, and community 
involvement. With the integration of 
generative AI, praxis is externalized too much 
to the liking of the Authentics. Humans are 
taken out of the loop and can direct AI to 
take action in the world in ways that weren’t 
possible before, from automating tasks to 
engaging in complex social interactions. The 
ethical implications of this are unpredictable 
and caution is therefore advised.

The community of Authentics 
may be smaller than the 
Whisperers, but is close-knit. 
People proudly stick stickers 
with 100% Human made on 
their products and proudly 
state on their website that 
they can code themselves. 
They are the digital craftsmen 
who can still build an app with 
their own hands, without the 
assistance of an AI.

5.3 The Hermit

The Hermit tolerates so little AI in life, to the point 
where it becomes a hindrance. Although they are 
digitally illiterate, and can handle a computer, they lack 
the intuition to deal with AI systems. As institutions 
increasingly integrate AI into their operations, Hermits 
struggle to communicate with them, and risk being 
marginalized. The Hermit’s challenge is to navigate a 
world where AI has become an integral part of many 
aspects of life, from commerce to communication.

Some Hermits consciously opt for their secluded 
existence. They might make one exception regarding AI: 
they use an AI-powered anti-AI device. This smart device 
constantly monitors the Hermit’s environment and warns 
when an AI is detected so that evasive action can be 
taken. The Hermit prefers to keep life simple and old-
fashionedly types emails themselves.

Companies, governments, even friends and family, all 
seem to have fallen for the temptations of AI. They 
communicate through digital platforms, pay with virtual 
money, and let AI assistants control their lives. It may 
seem convenient to them, but to the Hermit it feels like 
the future has taken over the present. Even for a simple 
doctor’s appointment, an AI-operator interferes before 
referring him to a human operator, and it incorrigibly 
insists on using AI-enabled analysis of intonation, words, 
and even breathing without his prior consent. He would 
like to file a complaint about this with a company, but only 
gets to speak to a chatbot. The outside world is slowly 
forgetting him. Cynicism, sarcasm, and even depression 
are lurking. 

Minorities and the oppressed often also belong to this 
group. Those who say “Computer says No” will be told. 
And while this “no” is sometimes unjustified, they don’t 
make their voices loud enough to be heard to stand out 
from the crowd.
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Afterword:

The Great Experiment

We’re ambitiously saying that artificial 
intelligence will do nothing less than 
transform us into new people. It is 
both imaginable and conceivable. The 
computer, the smartphone, the Internet 
were the technological predecessors 
that already transformed us in different 
people (or people that at least behave 
differently). 

Who we once used to be has long gone. If we 
extend the lines towards the future, we simply 
add a new chapter to this new human being. 
We become whisperers when it comes to AI, or 
hermits or develop a deep desire to preserve 
our authenticity. We choose our own position in 

relation to the abundance of AI that is coming 
our way. That is the degree of freedom we tend 
to allow ourselves. But the experiment is already 
unstoppable. Even the Godfather of AI, regretting 
his actions, says we can’t stop. Why? “Because 
China will definitely continue with it” is his answer. 
After all, we are competing with each other 
to deliver the smartest and best products and 
services. The studies that have been done to date 
show that the authentic human without AI loses 
out on all fronts to the new human+AI variant.

But man is more than his 
technology. He is also 
part of ecology. 
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This was the focus of our first report in this series ‘Scarcity in Abundance’. Ecological man 
is worried, we said. Now you are experiencing what scientific studies have been predicting 
for years: the earth is warming and the resources on which our economy runs, are under 
pressure. We are entering the era of experience ecology.

We presented not four but two human 
archetypes in our first report. The 
ecomodernist and the post-growth humanist. 
Both do not deny the climate facts, but one 
sees the benefit of technology in overdrive, 
the other takes it easy. 

One says technology is the salvation and AI is needed to save the planet and our 
civilization. That AI will make inventions possible that humans could never have found 
on their own. The other says that the problems of ecology are too great, that green 
capitalism will destroy the world, that anyone who thinks growth can continue on a planet 
with limited resources is either crazy or an economist. In the latter group of the post-
growth humanists, they are woke - they question everything and are willing to take to the 
streets for it. Usually, the ecomodernist is the AI whisperer, the post-growth humanist 
the authentic.

We are gearing up for an exciting time to say the least. On top of the existing growth, the 
AI explosion promises an additional 7% growth in the economy over this coming decade. 
Unsurprisingly, the adage of Jensen Huang, the co-founder and CEO of Nvidia, is “don’t 
walk, just run!”. We can go faster, we must go faster: maximum acceleration, all thanks 
to AI and all for the benefit of growth figures and quarterly results. We should not walk 
but run, but which way do we go? In any case, in the direction of AI in abundance, in which 
machines will literally get a voice. 
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But it’s not only the chatbots of the big tech 
companies that will raise their voice. Mother 
Earth is also beginning to speak to us. Firstly, 
through the voices of the scientists with their 
predictions, contained in tables and numbers. 
And now directly, through the overflowing rivers, 
the torrential rain clouds, the hurricane force 
storms and the plumes of smoke above the 
raging, deadly forest fires.

The growth experiment of the economy and the 
AI experiment will reach a climax in the coming 
decades. For organizations that want to prepare 
for that future, it will be impossible to separate 
the two subjects. The AI digital transformation 
and the sustainability transformation flow 
smoothly into each other. [Read also our previous 
report: Scarcity in abundance: the rise of the 
experience ecology]. 

Time is running out and we should 
not walk but run, but this immediately 
raises the fundamental question in 
what direction we should run. 
Humanity is confronted with two existential 
challenges and the resulting social unrest must 
be taken to heart by organizations.

There is so much at stake that any 
ideas about the direction organizations 
should take is permissible. 
Everything needs to be fundamentally 
reconsidered and is up for discussion. In that 
circumstance we should welcome any intelligent 
help and maybe should leverage even knowledge 
without understanding. Maybe our advancement 
in Artificial Intelligence will grant us to wisdom to 
choose the right direction in which to run.

Let’s dearly hope so!
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